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E xecu it·e Board

Mountain Missions in Arkansas

Winning men for Christ
"AND HE brought him to Jesus." The
whole course of human history has been
affected by this historical event. Simon
Peter was a star of
1111•1 first magnitude in
comparison to his
brother And}.'ew, but
for his brother An- ·
drew he might have
burned out in the
wrong direction. Thus
behind all that God
was able to accomplish through Simon
Peter stands this simple but monumental
DR. WHITLOW
act-" And he brought
him to Jesus."
It was Jesus who made the difference
in the life of Simon Peter. It was Andrew's wonderful privilege of introducing his brother to the Master.
"We've a Saviour to show to the nations,
Who the path of sorrow has trod,
That all of the world's great peoples
Might come to the truth. of God."
The life of the church and the hoP,e
of the world lies in getting the message
of Christ to the masses of men. But 'the
fact is the masses of men do not darken
the doors of our churches. How then
shall we accomplish our mission 1
We should use every legitimate method and means to introduce men to the•
Master. The apostle John stated that
"many other things Jesus did, the which,
if they should be written every one, I
suppose that even the world itself could
not contain the books that should be
written." Surely if this library had been
compiled many volumes on personal soulwinning would have been included. At
least this business of hand picking men
for the King:dom ~ormed a large part of
Jesus' ministry. The woman at Jacob's
(Continued on Page 19)
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By DALE BARNETT
Missionary, White River Association
Flippin, Arkansas
YOU do not get a total picture of the needs in our Mountain
Mission work by driving down our beautiful highways and seeing our
tourist rottractions. The places that I will be telling you about today are
in the rural section that you do not see unless you look for them.
However, to my• regTet, some missionaries have left a false impression concerning the more neglected places. I do not want to think
that they have done it intentionally. In their eagerness to help meet
the needs, they have told of certain living conditions in some remote
·area and some people across our Southern Baptist' Convention have
gotten the impression that all of the mountain pe_ople live in isolation.
Some missionaries have gone out and painted a picture of hill people
who are clannish, ignorant, illiterate, and who live where there is no
electricity, telephones, or modern conveniences of any kind. They have
said that our schools and -churches are few and far between and that
our rural roads are almost impassable.
I am a native of the mountains and have been roaming these pills
for nearly 40 years. I know of very few isolated places that do not
have electricity and telephones. Our rural ro~ ds are sufficient for daily
mail carriers to drive over them with late-model cars. We have consolidated schools equal to most an'y where in the state. In fa-ct, about
the only place we are lacking- is in the work of the Lord. That is not
altogether our own fault, because everywhere that you, as Arkansas
Baptists, have helped us to preach the Gospel of Christ and establish
churches, our native people have responded well.
It is true that we need some more industry to create more jobs fo r
our people, but that takes time to accomplish.

What is said in the message today about the needs in White River
Association can be said about five other associations in "North Central
District." The district comprises the territories of ten counties. The
major difference is that the twin lakes are located in our two counties
and the tourist attractions bring a great influx of out-of-state people
to our area to retire. The needs among the native mountain people of
Arkansas are about the same as found in most of the rural sections
of our state.
White River As~ociation has 19 cooperating Southern Baptist
churches and 11 church-sponsored missions. We have 10 preaching
stations, where we carry on some type mission work such as Vacation
Bible School, revivals, and in some cases .a monthly or quarterly
preaching service. Many of our churches are weak and struggle for
existence.
We have no large wealthy churches in our association to mother
our missions like some associations have. Mountain Home First Church
·is our largest church and it will average approximately 200 in
Sunday School each Sunday. This church sponsors three of our missions.
Four other churches will average about 100 in Sunday School attendance. All four of these sponsor one or more missions.
All of our Sunday Schools combined will not average more than
50 in attendance each Sunday. This is why we have to ask the State
.· Missions Department .to help us build our buildings and supplement some of the pastors' salaries.
I have dedicated my life to the cause of Christ and to the establishme:nt and development of Southern Baptist churches in the rural
sections of North Central Arkan."las.

[This article is first in a series which Missiona1·y Ba1·nett
writing at the request of the editor.-ELM]
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W. R. Vestal ill

.

Is the state Baptist paper a luxury?

WORD has been received of the
serious illness of Rev. W. R. Vestal, a former Arkansas pastor who
is now pastor of First Church,
Carthage, Tenn. A-ccording to his
son, Rev. W. Richard Vestal, pastor of First Church, Corning, he
was to undergo surgery this week .
at Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn. His friends can
address him there.

FROM th~ place accorded the Baptist state paper in some church
budgets one would get the idea that it is a luxury that might be desirable
in case 'something else is not needed. From the smallest church to the
largest some provision is made for all kinds of Sunday S-chool, Training
Union, Brotherhood, WMU and auxiliary materials. No ·one would think
of omitting any of these, and none should be left out. How does it
happen, then, that so many budget -committees recommend that the
denominational paper be sent to the people if there is enough money left
J.fter everything else is provided, and why is it so often true that when
receipts decline someone is always ready to suggest that the paper be
dropped from the budget first?

The Cover

Is it really a luxury that should be sent to the members only when
there is a surplus in the treasury?

..
~1

One wonders why some of the churches do not try economizing on
some other things. Some of th~ budget committ~es that are so economy
minded about spending a few hundred dollars to put the paper in the
homes of the people·,will not hesitate to spend several times as much for
things that are not really necessary in the Lord's work. Apparently it
does not occur to them that the state Baptist paper pays more dividends
in -cash than any other expenditure except Uie salaries of the yvorkmen.

·

I,

·Photo by H. W. Phelps, Arkansas
Publicity and Parks Commission

'F.odder stacks'
ARKANSAS is a wonderland of
natural beauty. This interesting
rock formation llf2 miles north of
Shirley, just off State Highway
110, is ·called "fodder stacks," by
the old timers. Other ~ommon designations are chimney or pedestal
rocks.
Altogether there are 10 to 12
acres of similar rock formation.
This is privately owned, but may
be opened up to the public some
time. An upper arm of the Greer's
Ferry Lake will reach within a
mile or two of -this area when the
new lake is full, about two years
from now. Incidentally, this arm
is expected to provide some of the
earliest and best fishing in the
new lake. So, you fishermen and
nature lovers better keep this issue
of the Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine for future reference!
DECEMBER

l 3,

1962

'

They seem not to remember that people who read the Baptist
papers regular.J.y are usually the most faithful members because they are
the best informed. Why, then, is it so often true that the paper is
included last in the budget and dropped first if retrenchment becomes
necessary?
We know the common answers :-"Nobody reads it-The postmaster found some copies in the wastebasket-It is just a promotion sheet
for expensive denominationa~ activities." We know what s~me say, and
we challenge the 'statements.
We challenge the church leadership to check the readership of the
state paper against that of any other kind of reljgious literature placed
in the hands of the people.
, ,
'·

We challenge it to cheek the labels on the papers found in the waste
baskets and see how many of them were addressed to Baptist women
whose husbands are not in sympathy with their wives' chur-ches.

\
We challenge it to check tlie baskets for other types of denominational literature that are mailed at denominational expense instead of
being made a specifi-c item in the local chur·ch budgets.
If your denominational paper is an essential then it is worth more
than· it costs. If it is a luxury and not worth its price, then its publica-

tion should cease. It is a sin to spend church money 1needlessly, but it
could be a sin. to economize at the wrong time and place.-E. S. 'James,
in Baptist Standard (Texas)
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'Teach me to pray'

Arkansas tuber~ulosis

THE tuberculosis bacillus is no respecter of
or classes of society. The "'bug" that
HAVE you ever tried to '' praYi without person
cause the ter rible White Plague will not be re·
ceasing''V
stricted to ''the ·wrong side of the tracks,'' or to
A few days ago the heads of the various depart- N egrotown, but often gets into seclusive residenments of work of the Arkansas Baptist State Con- tial ections and into the highest of .society. Anyvention, on the invitation of the Home Mission body who contracts the dread disease has much in
Board, left offices and homes for a 24-hour Prayer common with everybody else who has it. ~he very
Retreat, at a Benton motel. We had been alerted · life of the person who has tuberculosis is at stake,
many . days ahead of the meeting and asked to regardless of the color of tlie skin or the status of
concentrate on our prayer needs as we look to the the person econ·omically, socially, spiritually, educationally, or culturally. And hope of recovery
year of 1963.
depends upon prompt treatment and the following
Each one of us:_there were 18 attending,
of ce rtain patterns of life by the patient, regardincluding Dr. Roger M. Smith, of the Foreign
le of who he may be.
Mission Board-was asked to take. a 15-minute
period to direct the group in praying for 1963
:.l'ot only that, but every tubercular is a potenobjectives. Dr. Lloyd Corder, of the Home l\Iis- tial sp reader of the disease to others. Here, again,
sion Board, presided aud presentrd Home l\Iission thi~:> is true regard.less of which side.of the tracks
the patiei1t may be from. So, from the .standpoint
Board causes and objectives.
of the tubercular patient and of soGiety as a whole,
As we prayed, a sp_o tlight was trained on a it is imperative that the patient br isolated under
large, Baptist Jubilee Advance placard, fc>aturin g rirc un ~s tances conducive to prompt and efficient
the local church and a map of the world, with the trratnwnt.
1963 BJ A themr, "Sharing Christ with the ·whole
Out> , way or auother, the State of Arkaw;;as
World."
should providr adequatrly for the treatment of
It would not be possible to place a value on tulwrcular patients, rrgardle~:>s of race>.
our fellowship as we prayed for and with our auother and for all the world. And how could \\'L'
A lot riding on this rbll
estimate the part that these prayers will have iu
the work we are ·trying tO do f

We Baptists, with our planning and promotion
and ''counting of noses,'' are always in danger of
becoming activists and of ''trying to do tlw work
of the spirit in the energy of the flesh,"· as someone has put it. It may be that we need to pray
more than we need to run with our tongues out
trying to accomplish something. And. this is just
a suggestion: Husbands and wives make mighty
good prayer mates.
Many are beginning to meditate on resolutions
for the new year. For the most of us, this might
be orie to head the list: ·''Resolved, to be a man
(or woman) of prayer in 1963."

What a friend we have in Jesus,
All our sins and griefs to bear
What a privilege to carry
Evet·ything to God in prayer
Oh, what peace we often forfeit,
Oh, what needless pain we bear,
All because we do not carry
Everything to God in prayer!
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Letters to the editor

THE PEOPLE SPEAK
Y old friend Clabe Hanki ::: dropped by for a visit the other

da:.

:hortly after the opening of
the new superhighway connecting North Little
Rock with the
n e w Arkansas
-River b rid g·e.
Clabe, himself an
, alumnus of Lone
Gum'& two- room
school, down on ·
. ERWIN L.
Bunker, .was
amazed at the millions of dollars
worth of paving we Greater Little
IRockians now have. Some of the
terminology of the superhighway
age was about as .fascinating to old
Clabe as the highways themselves.
"Used to be that ·cloverleaf was
what your cows et," mused Clabe.
"Now it's what helps you to get on
or off these new-fangled roads.
"Direction .don't mean nothing no
more," Clabe continued, with a far-away
look in his eyes, and talking to himself
more than to me. "You just fuller the
signs. You didn't use to haft to know
much to go to town. Now you haft to
be able to read. And if you are a slow
reader and miss one turn, when you've
started to the supermarket to pic~ up
a loaf of bread, you're liable to wirid up
out on the east--or west--coast."
One thing that had Clabe shaking his
old grey head was the fact that . you
have to drive a half a mile or so, the
most of it "in the wrong direction," to
get on or off the superhighway.
"Them highway engineers have discovered Columbus," he told me. "He was
the feller; · you remember, that found out
you can get to where you want' to go
by taking off in the opposite direction."
"Freeway" is another term Clabe kept
mulling over. "Nobody but a politici~
out fer votes would ever h~:~ve called
these roads f ; eeways," he concluded.
"About the onliest thing about them
that's free is th' wheelin'."
Now that we are getting new road
systems that fan out in all directions,
it iR more important than ever that we
lmow . where we are going and stay on
the right road.
To people ·concerned about roads to
travel, Jesus said: '.'1 am the way, the
truth and the life: no man cometh to
the Father, btit by me . . . Enter ye in
at the strait gate: for wide is the gate,
broad is the way, that leadeth to
destruction .. . ."

<!:teccc~~A~
DECEMBER 13, 1962

THE spelling and senten~e stru~ture in this
dep~rtment are those of the writers.
The only
editing of letters to the editor is the writing of
headlines ' and, o~caoionally, deletion of parts that
are not reearded as essential.

'Mixed marriages'
ONE of the principal reasons for th~
increasing dis£rust and resentment directed against the , Roman Catholic
church in this cou'ntry is the unreasonable, arrogant and uncompromising position it takes in regard to so-called
"mixed marriages" .. .that is; marriages
bet;ween Protestants and. Catholics. Before the Pope of Rome will permit a
Protestant to marry one of his subjects
he or she must sign the following contract:
"1, the undersigned, being desirous of
contracting marriage with ____________ , before a Catholic priest duly authorized
by a special dispensation from His
Grace the Archbishop of ____________ , do promise, in presence of the Reverend Father ------------ , and of ----------- , witness at- ,
tending for that purpose, t hat all of
the children born of my marriage with
------------ shall be baptized and educated
in the Catholic religion, and, moreover,
that I will, by no means whatsoever,
hinder or obstruct the said __________ _ in
the exercise of 't he said religion; I also
promise that · ih the solemnization of my
marriage there shall be only the Catholic ceremony. In testimony whereof I
have signed this document in the presence of Reverend ____________ and the said
witness, ------------ on this ______ day of the
month of ____ ______ __, 19 ______ ,
Sig·na ture ____________ "
Everything in this obnoxious contract
favors the Roman Catholic church. It
robs the Protestant of his God-given
right to have a ny voice . in the religious
affilliation of his own children, and,• for
all practical purposes sells them into
religious bondage of a foreign -controlled
church before they are even born. VVhy
an honest Protestant will go before a
Roman Catholic p.r iest and sign away
the rights of his unborn c'h ildren is
hard to understand. This one-sided c~n
tract outrages our concept of freedom
of religion in order to promote the
membership of the Catholic church. No
such unjust and unreasonable pledges
are required from a Catholic who is
married to a Protestant by a Protestant
clergyman. If the Church of Rome had
no other f lwlts the unreasonable stand
it takes on this issue alone should
cause freedom-loving Americans to have
nothing but disgust and contempt for
it.-Jaek Odom, Rt. 2, Box 208, Ft.
Bragg, Calif

Doctrinal study
RECENTLY we had the honor and
privilege of having Bro. Ralph Davis,
Secretary of Training Union Department, in our church for a doctrinal
study. Through the originality of Bro.
Davis, coup.led . with a Spirit filled
knowledge of the Bible, we were able to
approach our basic Christian doct.-ines
in a simple and understandable way.
During these five nights of teaching
our church body was able to visualize a
greater and mightier God, we were able
to see the condition of man as he really
is in his relationship to sin, to Jesus
as the Saviour, and to the person of the
H9ly Spirit. Then the [ltudy of salvation (past, present, and future) along
with the faith that assures a security of
this salvation further enhanced these
studies.-Bob Damuth, Pastor, Austin
Station Church, Austin

Mexico report
IN this season, as we celebrate the
birth of our Lord, the Prince of Peace,
let us remember that we too are men
of Peace. VVe are all messengers of the
Good News to a world doomed to die
in the tentacles of Sin.
By the Power and Grace of God, we
have seen two more churches organized
in the Fed eral District recently. Another will be organized during the
month of December 1962. It will be selfsupporting from the start.
Your gifts to the Cooperative Program and the Lottie Moon Missions Offering made possible a grant of $50
thousand dollars this year for the Mexico City Field. Five new churches will
have the first unit of their building by
April 1, 1963 because of the Lord's
Providence and your generosity.
The Institute for Laymen which we
helped to found some two and a half
years ago has just graduated 38 active
laymen. They p.reach and teach in the
more than twenty Missions of Mexico
City. This makes a total of 64 laymen
received and trained for Mission service
by this Institute. There are now two
such Institutes in the city. Their directors and faculty are all nationals.
Recently, Roy was asked to write 13
television programs for a series called
"Immortal Lives. " It is a Biblical series
based on ·the Old Testament. Six of
these pr,ograms have been telecast coast
to coast. The series •.viii run until the
last Thursday in December.
VVt hope to be seeing you and many
of our friends during our furlough
(Continued on page 16)
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Courtship, Marriage and the Home

What is Christmas to you?
"Let not our hearts be busy inn ~
That have no room f01· Thee,
But cradles f01· the living ChTist
And His nativity."
-Ralph Spaulding Cushman

Q U E S T I 0 N:

IS

CHRISTMAS TO YOU?

Be !'lweet forgiveness spoken
Under the Holly Bough."
-Charles MacKay

Christmas is an influence. An
outstanding business firm within
our state had always celebrated
with the cutomary of~ice ·p arty,
with all that the term has come
to imply.

Christmas is Car ols. The universal favorites are "Silent Night"
and "Joy to the World." Perhaps
the best-loved expression of the
meaning of Christmas is "0 Little
Town of Bethlehem.".

Then "it came to pass" that several fine, Christian young men
were added to the staff, including
a Baptist deacon. Whether by
chance, or by selection, I do not
know ; but certain .facts I do
. know.

Young people singing outside
the window of my invalid mother's
room, the radiance of their faces
reflected in the light of their blinking candles; the flush of gratitude
for the joy of being remembered
that shone in my mother's eyesthese are timeless pictures cherished anew , in my heart with each
returning ·Christmastide.

WHAT

These men were dedicated···to
Christian principles in everyday
living. They were unassuming and
unpretentious, but they declined to
take part in the office parties.
Their influence has permeated
the entire business. In recent years
the office parties have been replaced by better plans for promotion of good will and the Christmas spirit. Personnel relationships
throughout the organization are
good, and the business efficiency at
top level.

Christmas is F01·giveness.
Which one of us does not stand in
need of forgiveness? Who has not
made mistakes, committed sin during the year? Who has not been
hurt, felt sinned against?
'
Most pitiable are those persons
who carry g·rudges, an unforgiving
spirit, out of the old year, right on
through Christmas, over into the
new year.
"Ye who have scorn~d each other.
Or injured friend or brother,
In the fast fading year;
Ye who by word or deed,
Have made a kind heart bleed.
CoJ;ne gather here;
'
Let sinned against and sinning
Forget their strife's beginning,
And join in friendship nowBe links no longer broken;
Page Six

Christmas is a Tree. Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt's favorite ornament
was a little angel that had been
used on their famil y tree since her
children were little.
Dicky Odell's mother shares this
splendid experience with all of us.
(Ou1· Little Child Faces Life by
Mary Clemens Odell)
"On Christmas Eve, after the
g-ifts had been delivered and supper ,eaten, Daddy and Dicky set up
the tree while I washed the dishes/'
"Then together we trimmed the
tree.
"The place of honor went to the
little Santa Claus which had hung
on Dicky's first tree. We all helped
in choosing places for each bright
ball, and then threw on the dripping silver. The crowning point
came when Daddy plugged in the
lights-just one string, and the
first we had been able to afford.
"We just stood there gazing· at
our tree.
"A few minutes later, as we
were all on our knees gathering up
the odds and ends, Dicky suddenly
said, 'Oh, I think this is the pret-

tiest tree! Let's thank the heavenly Father for it.'
"So there on the floor we bowed
our heads, as Daddy said our prayer of thanks.''

Christmas is Worship. It was
during a Christmas season in Louisville, Kentucky, many years ago.
A group of .students, spending
their first ChriRtmas away born
home, had attended an evening
service in one of the down-town
churches.
· The hour had been given over
to an excellent film. And .those
were the days whe.n the use of film
strips i'n churches was a new thing.
But as the g·roup left the church,
one young man said, "I am disappointed. I wanted t.o hear a good
sermon on the most beautiful verse
iR the Bible: 'For unto you is born
this day, in the city of David, a
Saviour.'"

Ch1·istmas is Poe·t1·y. This poem
has been the favorite at our house
for more than thirty years:
THE MIRACLE OF DREAMS
That night when in the Judean skies
The mystic star dispensed its light,
A blind man moveq him in his sleepAnd dreamed that he had sight.
That night when shepherds heard the
song
Of hosts angelic choiring near,
A deaf man stirred in slumber's spellAnd dreamed that he could hear.
That night when in the cattle stall
Slept child and mother cheek by jowl,
A cripple turned his twisted limbsAnd dreamed that he was whole.
That night when o'er the new-born babe
The tender Mary rose to lean,
A loa the some l·eper smiled in sleepAnd dreamed that he was clean.
That night when to the mother's breast
The little King was held secure,
A harlot slept a happy sleepAnd dreamed that she was pure.
That night when in the manger lay
The sanctified who came to save,
A man moved in the sleep of death
And drPamed there was no grave.
• -:-Author Unkno\\

Mrs. J. H. Street
LMail should be addressed
Mrs. Street at No. 3 Fair'YIW
Little Rock, A.rk.]

Baptist beliefs
THE VIRGIN MARY

When properly understood they
carried the highest respect.
The "s w o r d" truly pierced
through Mary's soul (Luke 2 :35)
as she followed Jesus to His cross
(John 19 :25). There Jesus showed
His tender care for her as He committed her to His beloved disciple
(John 19 :26!..27). She is listed
among the group in the upper room
after Jesus' ascension (Acts 1 :14).
Tradition says that she lived with
John until her death in old age,
probably at Ephesus.
Mary should be reverenced as
one highly favored of God (Luke
1 :30) and the mother of our Saviour. But the New Testament does
not justify the extravagant cla'ims
made for her by the Roman Catholic Church.

By HERSCHEL H. HOBBS
President, Southern Baptist Convention
First Baptist Church; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
The New Testament does not
OTHER than tradition and the
Apocryphal Gospels · (not Scrip- record where Jesus ever referred
ture) nothing is );mown about the directly to Mary as "mother," alVirgin Mary apart from the rec- though He doubtless regarded her
ord of the New as such, although the New TestaTest amen t. ment does make such references.
"M a r y" is the In His public ministry Jesus reGreek form of ferred to a higher relationship
the Hebrew word
(Matt. 12 :46ff.). His references to
"Miriam" (cf. Ex- Mary as "woman" (John 2: 4 ;19:
odus 15:20). She 26) were not terms of disrespect.
was a member of
the tribe of Judah
(Luke 3 :30). As
DR. Hoau
a peasant girl she
lived in Nazareth (Luke 1 :26-27), Gleanings/rom the Greek New Testament '
although she traced her lineage
I
back to Bethlehem through Davi'd
(Luke 2:4, with Joseph). She was
a cousin of Elizabeth, the mother
By V. WAYNE BAJ;tTON
of John the Baptist (Luke 1 :36).
As a young maiden, probably
JESUS resigned. He resigned prescribed. Many, in fact, became
about sixteen (the apocryphal gos- himself to th~ rejection which he
Christian, ..as the book of Acts atpels say twelve) , she was betrothed had received in Jerusalem.
tests. Presumably th.ese were not
to Joseph, a carpenter, a man
abandoned to their own fate, but
with
weeping,
and
He
resigned
probably much older. than Mary
their destiny was determined by
(Matt. 1 :18). In Jewish life be- a part of his resignation address is
the grace of G0d.
23
:38:
"Behold,
contained
in
Matt.
trothal was more than our engage- .
The contrast is striking, don't
ment, but was not equal to our your house is left unto you desolate."
This
was
his
way
of
saying
you
think, between the destiny of
marriage. By .her own admission
that
their
rejection
of
him
ina
man
left to his own fate and
her character is unassailable (Luke
volved serious consequences. The that of the man who takes God
1 :34).
'
As a virg·in she received God's destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. seriously in his life? This same
revelation that she was to bear 70 provides ample validation for sort of contrast may be observed
His Son (Matt. 1 :18; Luke this awesome and pessimistic res- in the world today. Secularism,
which is any way of life apart
1 :26ff.). She was a woman of ignation of Jesus.
But, Jesus' res.ignation was sat- from God, speaks with empty optigreat faith and submission (Luke
1 :·38, 46ff.), but not one without urated with sorrow (see verse 37), mism about a Godless society. The
wonder. The ,first question as to because it was propheti'c that trou- secular approach· to life is summed
possibility of the Virgin Birth blous times lay ahead for the in- up in the silly optimism of Little
habitants of his beloved Jerusalem. Bo-~eep:
came from Mary (Luke 1 :34).
"Leave them alone,
After the birth of Jesus Mary The words "left unto you desolate"
and they'll come home,
entered into the normal relations could be translated "abandoned
Wagging their tails behind
of married life with Jos~ph, becom- (left alone) to its own fate."'
In other words, Jesus' mood of
them."
ing the mother of four sons and
at least two daughters (Matt. 13: the moment arose out on a sense of
Well, it may be true of sheep,
55-56). Roman and Greek Catho- futility with reference to his own but it is not at all true of men.
lics, holding to the perpetual vir- people. He foresaw that left to Left alone, abandoned to their owr1
ginity of Mary, see these as "cous- their own fate, which is the fate of fate, 1 men can construct only ;t
ins .of Jesus or else children of J o- any man apart from God, the in- hopeless society. Even Jesus, optiseph by a former marriage. But habitants of Jerusalem could ex- mist that he was, resignedly prethe more natural meaning of the pect only to be detroyed. Of dicted that doom awaits any man
text is that they were half-broth- course, not all the citizens of Jeru- who is left to his own fate.
ers and half-sisters of Jesus by salem followed the reckless course
Copyright 1962, by V . Wayne Barton,
to destruction that their leadership
Mary and Joseph.
New Orleans Seminary

The resignation of Jesus
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·Coker to Dalark
DALARK Church has called
Danny Coker, a -student at Ouachita College, as pastor. Mr. Coke~
is from North Little Rock.
On Nov. 4 the Dalark Church
ordained Mr. Coker ·to the ministry. The moderator was Rev. Dewey Stark ; clerk, Dr. George T.
Blackmon; and examination leader, Rev. T. ' E. McDaniel. The sermon was given by Rev. Nelson
Greenleaf of 47th Street Church,
North Little Rock, the charge by
Rev. Enon Boyette, associational
missionary; and presentation of
the Bible was by G. A. Buchanan,
a ' deacon of Dalark Church.

AT FUND-RAISING DINNER-([. to r.) Rev. Ray elso11, pas tor
of Fisher S treet Chu1·ch; D1·. Ralph Ph elps, Jr., president of Ouach·i tn
College; D1·. C. Z. Holland , Stat e Con vention president, and W . W .
Harrelson, First Chu1·ch, Jon esboro, layma-n and co-chairma-n zcdh
Pastor Nelson in Mt. Zion Association for the. Ouachita Endon· me11t
Campaign.

. $4,400 for 'Ouachita College Fund
MT. ZION Association Baptists
pledged $4,447.27 for the Ouachita Endowment Campaign before
or during their kick-off dinner
held Dec. 3, in Jonesboro. '
Approximately
100
leaders
from over the association were
present.
Dr. Ralph Phelps, president of
Ouachita, and G~orge Johnson,
from the . Public Relations department at Ouachita, were among
those present. Mr. Johnson showed
slides of the campus while Dr.
Phelps told of the growth of the
college and presented the need for
more endowment.
W. W. Harrelson and Rev. Ray
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Nelson are co-chai rmen fo r the
association. They exp ressed optimism as to the prospects fo r t he
campaign.
Rev. Curtis Mathis, moderator
of the association, introduced Dr.
Phelps. Rev. David Cranford,t pastor of Walnut Street Chtir ch,
Jonesboro, pronounced the invocation and Rev. Carl Bunch, associational missionary, led the opening prayer.
Dr. C. Z. Holhind, State Convention president, commended the
·c ampaign to the group and expressed the desire that ev~ry association would do what Mt. Zion
is doing.

The council was composed . of
Rev. Dewey Stark, Eagle Mills;
Dr. George T. Blackmon, Third
Street Church, Arkadelphia; Rev.
T. E. McDaniel, Thornto:n Church;
Rev. Enon Boyette, Carey .Associational missionary; Rev . . J'. N.
Williams, New H0pe Church;· Rev.
P. J. Crowder, Sparkman; Rev. Leroy French, Curtis Church; Rev.
Cecil Launius, Ouachita Church;
Deacon Merle McManus, Thornton
Church; Deacon S. R. Launius;
and Rev. Wesley Womack, both of
Shady Grove Church; Deacon JimmY Johnson, Manning Church;
Rev. Tommy Cupples, Lakeside
Church; Rev. Nelson Greenleaf,
Rev. H. R. Coker, and Deacon J. E.
Tyle~·. ' all of 47th Street Church,
North Little Rock; Rev; Stan Wallace, Hollywood; and Deacon G. A.
Buchanan, Dalark Church.

Revivals .
BETHABARA Church, Mt. Zion
Association, L. M. Cox, pastor;.
Paul Kirkendal, evangelist;. Johnny Ambrose of Toronto, Can., music; 11 professions of faith, nine
baptized.
FIRST Church, Weiner, Marvin
Wright, pastor; Billy Walker,
evangelist; Jeff Floyd, music;
eight for baptism, one by letter;
10 for soul winning and many rededications.
ARKANSAS BAPTIST

N. Pulaski Association

Clear ·Cr~ek Association

R: H. Dorris, Moderator
FIRST annual meeting of North
Pulaski Association was held reERNIE Adams, director of the
cently in First Church, J acksonville. Officers re-elected were R. · pilot project of Religious EducaH. Dorris, pastor of Pike Ave. tion for Arkansas Baptists, was
Church, North Little Rock, mod- the speaker for the workers' banerator; Rheubi n L. South, pastor quet held in Kibler Church recentof P ark Hill Church, North Little ly. Ali' officers and lea ders for both
Rock, vice moderator; W. Harry Sunday School and T raining Union
Hunt, pastor of Levy Church, were recognized. Kibler Church
treasurer; and W. B. O'Neal, voted Oct. 21 to build a new parmember of Gravel Ridge Church, sonage. Rev. Charles Chesser, Jr. ,
historian. A. W. Upchurch, pas- is pastor.
tor, Marshall Road Church, JackFIRST Church, Mulber r y, was
sonville, was elected clerk.
in revival Oct. 21 through Oct. 28
The Oakwood and Marshall with · Rev. David L. Land, pastor
Road churches were added to the of First Cbu.rch, Barling, as the
association, bringing the total to evangelist. C. 'A. Railey, music di30 churches aftiliated. Four mis- rector of Calvary Church, F t .
sions are .presently being operated. Smith, was in charge of the ·music.
The association is fully o.rgan- There were eight additions by bapized, with each organization hold- tism and many dedications. Rev.
ing quarterly rallys. The Pastors Charles H. Duncan is pastor.
Conference meets weekly on MonFIRST Church, Van Buren, has
day at Central Church, North
purchased two residences adjoinLittle Rock.

Kibler to build new parsonage

'

A four-acre site for a new
church was recently bought on
Highway 5, in the Indian Hias
development. Another site is under consideration in the Lakewood
area. Still other areas are expected to open in the near future.
A digest of letters revealed
marked p:rogress in many aspects
during this first year. Giving to
associational
m1sswns
totaled
$19,231, for an increase of 70 percent over last year.
A total of $127,445 was given
to the Cooperative Program, for
an increase of 16 percent above
the previous year. Total mission
giving to all causes was up 15 percent.
1
Jerry Don Abernathy has accepted the pastorate of the Sherwood
Church,
leaving
First
Church, Jacksonville, where he
was minister of evangelism.
\

W. Harry Hunt will be leaving
the Levy Church on Jan. 1, to
serve First Church, Jackson, Mo.
'

Elmer Madison was ordained to
thE) ministry on Dec. 9. He is pastor of the Stanfill Ch~rch.
Hill Top and Grace Chur~hes
are presently without pastors.
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New Bluff Avenue

ing the church pr operty at a cost
of $25,000. One of these has been
remodeled, making space availa ble
for elementary day school. Space
is provided for two new n ursery
departments, one n'e w cradle department and a new primary department.
· Total membership of
Van
Buren First is now 1,060, t he
church having received 72 additions by baptism and 84 by lett er
during the past church year.
Rev. Anson Justice, pastor of
Cr estwood Church, Oklahoma City,
was the evangelist, with Norman
Lewis, of Ft. Worth, Tex., in
charge of the music for revival Oct.
28 to Nov. 4. There were 25 a dditions by baptism, 11 by letter
and 11 other professions of f aith.
There were 75 dedications. Dwayne
Fischer is music and educational
dir ector and Rev. Char les D.
Graves is pastor.

Sanc~uary

Photo

by

" Doc"

Mi ll er,

Inc.

BLUFF A.venue Chur·ch, Ft. Smith, dedicated their· new sanctuar·y
Nov. 25. Th e new building has a seating capacity of 500, with tw o-stor·y
educational space adjoining. Th e educational space includes one young
people's depar·tment, choir room, sec1·etar·y's office, r·eception r·oom,
pastor's study.
. R ev. Al G. Escott, super·intendent of missions in Ouachita Association, pr·eached th e dedicator·y m essage. In th e after-noon, Mayor· Bob
Br·ooksher, and Jay W. C. Moor·e, super+ntendent of missions of Concor·d, were guest speakers. The ser·vices wen Climax ed with t he laying·
of the cor·n erstone by D. 0. Shav er·, chair·man of deacons, and Pastor·
C. D. Peoples.
The building is contempor·ar·y design, with open laminated
beams in the interior.
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Arkansas All O v e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -men. Jay W. C. Moore offered the
or.dination prayer. Pastor James
Fitzgerald served as moderator
and. Burl Lowrey, chairman of the
deacons, served as clerk of the
council.
,.

MASON BONDURANT

Concord news notes
By Jay W. C. Moore
MASON Bondurant, ~ho has
served Trinity Church, Ft. Smith,
for the past ten years, has resigned to accept 'the pastorate of
First Church, Dumas.
During Mr. Bondurant's pastorate at Trinity, there were 869 additions to the church, 394 of these
for baptism .. Property evaluation
increased from $90,00Q to $200,000. A total of $342,000 was contributed to all causes, with $91,000 going to missions. The church
membership increased from 494 to
896.
Bondurant served as secretary for the Ft. Smith Ministerial
Association and was vice moderator in Concord Association. For
eight years he has narrated the
"King of Kings" pageant, sponsored at Easter by the Ft. Smith
Ministerial Association. The Bon1
durants have four children; Paula,
13; John 11; Phillip, 9; and Joanna, 7.
KELLEY Height observed their
7th anniversary recently with an
ali-day service. In the afternoon
two men, Lee Robertson and James
Gipson, were ordained as deacons.
Alton Cross, Jr., pastor of the
Towson A venue Church, preached
the sermon. ,C. C. Roberts, formerly superfntendent of missions in Concord, interrogated the·
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ther is the pastor of
Church in Ft. Smith. Do
ticipated at Ridgecrest }a:,·
mer befo1re 5,000 people a
declared a Master Swor d~
E. L. MINOR, pastor
Northside Church in · Cha...
has 350 volumes of books ~
practically new, for sale. -1 sell these books at half pric
may write him for the
and prices of the books.

BLUFF Avenue Church entered
its new auditorium with an · aliday service on a recent Sunday.
Rev. AI G. Escott, who served the
church as pastor for twenty years,
brought the message of dedication
Sunday morning. C. C. Roberts, a
former missionary in Concord As- Deacon ordained
FLOYD Crain was orda.
sociation, led the dedicatory ·
deacon by First Church, P
prayer.
Sunday afternoon C. D. Peo- Dec. 2. Dr. Carl Goodson, i ·
ples, the pastor, Missionary Moore pastor, was moderator. J o·
and Mayor Bob Brooksher were McRae presented 'the cand id
the ordaining council whic
speakers.
The auditorium is constructed composed of Rev. C. D. C
of white brick and has a seating associational missionary,
and deacons of Prescott :
capacity of 500.
Beech Street, Gurdon; B.:·
Boughton, and Fairview chu.
EXCELSIOR Church, Bobby
Rev. Horace Pruitt, Bou ·
Joe Martin, pastor, has increased
pastor, led the opening pr
its mission gifts from ten to
Missionary Connor led -in ~
twelve percent. One percent of the
nation of the candidate. P _
increase will go to the Cooperafollowed by Rev. Bill Hollo,_
tive Program and one percent to
Rev. James M. Wilson, pa..:
associational missions. This rural
Beech Street Church, · Gu
church usually takes the lead in
preached the sermon and gaY.:
Concord in increasing its gifts to
charge 1 to the candidate and
missions.
church.
Bobby Whitmarsh, chairma
WARREN Leonard, who has deacons in the Prescott ch ·
served West Hartford Church in led the ordination prayer, :
Buckner Association during the lowed by the laying on of ha
past eight. years, has accepted the Rev. Johnny Darr, pastor at .&epastorate 6f the Vesta Church, el, led the closing prayer, a._
which the new deacon . was g;.
five miles north of Charleston.
Leonard is a graduate of Green- the hand of Christian fell ow_
wood High School and has a four- ' by the congregation.
Pastor W. R. Woodell, of P.
year diploma in Pastoral Ministry
from Concord Seminary Exten- cott First, was present for ·
first time since his return L
sion Center. ,
.
He has served Clark Chapel the hospital. He took part in ·
Chur.ch in Buckner association and laying on of hands, and mad_
the Roseville Church in Concord few remarks at the dose of ·
association.
service.
THE testimony of Dottie Eubanks' interest in Training Union
work, and especially the sword
drill contests, appeared recently in
the Religious Education News,
published by this department in
Little . Rock.
Dottie is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. S. W. Eubanks. Her fa-

Shoptaw ill
REV. Lewis L. Shoptaw, I
time member of Second Chw:
Little Rock, is a patient . at
lor Hospital, Dallas, Tex., fo
ing a severe heart attack. He
in Room 311 at the hospital. .home address in Dallas is
Harvard Ave.
ARKANSAS 8AP

ON Nov. 18 Bethabara Church,
Mt: Zion Association, ordained
three deacons: A. Y. Carter, James
Chambers and H. R. Owens.
L. L. Jordan preached the ordination sermon. Others participating were Carl Bunch, John Basinger, Jimmy Davis, J. 0. Miles,
and the pastor, L. M. Cox.

Additional ser.v ice
At LR, NlR post offices
EVERY facility of the Little
Rock and North Little Rock P ost
Offices has been expanded to render maximum service to take ca re
of a record Christmas mail this
year. The postmasters in both
cities have scheduled additional
hours of window service for your
convenience in . m a i 1 i n g your
Christmas .packages and pu rcha ing your supply of postage stamp .
On Saturday, Dec. 15, all clas ified stations will remain open until 5:30 p.m. and the windows at
the main offices will be open from
7:00 a.m. to 7 ;oo p.m.
On Sunday, Dec. 16, all clas ifiE;d stations and main office ·windows will open at 12 noon and remain open until 6:00 p.m.
On Saturday, Dec. 22, all clas ified stations will remain open
until 4 :00 p.m. and regula r Saturday hours will be observed by
windows at the main post offices.

Othe1· denominations

Student gifts to missions
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (EP ) Assemblies of God college studei\ts
contributed more than $55,000 to
missions during, the 1961-62 school
year, according to. statistics compiled by the denomination's Education Department.

~a.peut 4u~,, pa~

Provisional Foreign
Mission Board named
BALTIMORE, Md., December, 1862 (BP) - Seven leaders of Bapt ist work in this area have been called upon to act as a provisional
board for the . F0reign Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention. This new board will attempt to continue the mission work of the
convention for the time that the ports of the South are closed by
blockade.
.
The seven who have been asked to serve are Richard Fuller, J. M. W.
Williams, Franklin Wilson, Hiram Woods, Jr., Henry Taylor, A. F,
Crane, and A. J. Lowndes. These men are carrying on their work by
making appeals in public meetings and through the Baptist papers.
Richard Fuller, one of the "judicious brethren" as the seven men
were called in their appointment, is president of the Southern Baptist
Convention. J. M. W. Williams has been elected corresponding secretary
f or the provisional board.
.

,

Work expanded to China, Africa
The Southern Baptist Convention now has mission work in China
and. Africa. It will be the responsibility of the provisional board to
maintain communication with ·the missionaries in these areas. They
are charged also with the responsibility of providing the funds necessar y for the continuation of missionary activities.
Some of the m'issionaries have already secured secular work to assist
in the financial crisis. Dr. R. H. Graves, missionary to China, has received financial aid from the London Missionary Society.
For some time ·the Mission Board at Richmond has sent funds
under a flag of truce to Baltimore for transmission abroad. Permission
f or the work to be supported in this way was secured by Dr. Fuller
f rom the Secretary of State in Washington. It is the suspension 'of this
permission which has -necessitated the appointment of the provisional
board.

Funds being raised for missions
At the annualmeeting of the Maryland Baptist Union Association
last year, William Crane, a deacon in the Baptist Church of this city,
was requested to act as the agent for any monies received for missions.
More than $2,000 has been sent from Richmond to Crane.
· '
The money for foreign missions has been forwarded by Crane to
Isaac T. Smith, the financial agent of the Foreign Mission Board living
in New York. S'mith· will send the money on to the missionaries. Mr.
Smith has already made large advances to the rriissionaries of the Board.
The Maryland Association expressed its thanks by adopting a resolution which read in part, "We. tender our acknowledgements to
brother Smith for his Christian conduct and labor of love in behalf of
our missionaries at all times, ' especially in their hour of trouble, when
they ·have been cut off from the Board at Richmond."

I

Approximately 3,000 students
and · faculty membe~s in the organization's nine colleges made the
contributions to various. missions
projects. Southwestern Assemblies of God College, Waxahachie,
Tex., led in total giving with more
t han $12,000. This was approximately $32 per person.
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War closes line of church support
.

.

Since the lines are now closed for the transmission of mission funds
from the Board at Richmond, the provisional board will depend for
support on the churches within the Federal lines which have been associated with the Southern Baptist Convention. These churches are located for the most part in the border territory of Maryland, District of
Columbila , Kentucky and . Missouri.-Baptists· and the Civil War, Copyright, 1962, . by Historical Commission, Southern Baptist Convention,
Arthur L. Walker, Jr., writer
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LeHer to the Editor

Church and.state schools both needed

tration, the more severe the charges
could be and likewise the swifter the
punishment of the employee. No, professor, you and your colleagues are not
in a very free atmosphere in any state
college in America. Of course, you feel
little pressure, but let me remind you
that most of your colleagues know what
not to say often enough.
My premise is that you have no long
range freedom. You are subject to the
powers that be in a very sensitive manner. The church ·r elated school is not
. geared to the political status quo and
never feels the pressure of direct political action. We can select both the student and the faculty member according
to our own unique philosophy. The state
college has to accept the type of student they are required to accept by the
political philosophy in vogue. They also
have to employ faculty members within
the framework of this overall philosophy. In addition, the administration
must respond to the will of inferior politicians 9r suffer possible loss of appropriations.
UI;Jder state monopoly of education ,
what freedom you now ·e njoy will be
wiped out. The philosophy of academic
freedom is a gift of the church related
college. It was born and nurture.d in
this atmosphere and the moment that
there are no church related colleges in
America will be the moment that this
sacred principle will have died.

[EDITOR'S NOTES: Since this is political pressures within our state. All
too long to run in our "Letters to the of this came about du ring the twentyEditor" department, we are carrying it one years that I have been head of this
by agreement with Dr. Williams at ac- institution. This score of six is doubttual cost, less credit for space equal to less not the full number as some of
that of the letter we carried by Profes- these matters did not leak out to the
general public. One of these men, oustsor George A. Amos.--ELM]
November 27, 1962 ed because he voted for the "wrong
man for governor," became president of
Professor George A. Amos
one of the denominational colleges in
Arkansas State Teachers College
which position he served with distincConway, Arkansas
tion and without fear for nearly twenty
Dear Professor Amos:
years. I am quite sure he would have
YOUR letter to Editor Erwin McDontestified that he had far more freedom
ald denouncing my defence of Christian
in the ·private school to pursue the
Education is quite interesting. I ap- fundamental purpose~ of education.
preciate the courtesy of receiving a
Need I mention to you the pressures
copy.
brought
to bear upon your own excelI must say that it was quite different
to the tone of many other letters I re- lent president by the Arkansas pol,iticeived about my speech at the Arkansas cians less than four years ago when
Baptist State Convention. One such . your institution was before the Legiscommunication came from one of the lative Council begging for n-eeded
veteran Senators of our state in which funds? Many of us in higher education
he set forth the statement that "I agree hold your president in the very highest
esteem as one of the finest men in Amerwith you 100 percent or even more."
ican education. When we saw the deTo me it has become rather strange spicable situation in which he was
that so many identified with govern- placed, we realized the tragic situation
You will recall a few years ago that
ment bureaus and institutions have be- he was in. We did not feel that he had
Governor Huey Long got a strangle
come so vocal, missiOnary, defensive much freedom left under those circum- hold of Louisiana education along with
and even monopolistic in mind, in sup- stances.
the entire state of Louisiana. In turn
port of such governmental functions in
Need I mention also the pressures he fired heads of colleges, professors
recent years. It is not inherent in the
both
open a nd behind closed doors and other state college employees. He
American
tradition
that
governbrought
to bear upon the head of the poured millions into educational instiment should solicit "customers" yet
tutions and vowed t.o make the Univerthere is hardly a bureau or govern- A. M. & N. College only two years ago?
sity of Louisiana the top institution
You
recall
that
the
politicians
of
this
mental institution that is not radicalof
higher education in the south. Many
ly promoting its program. This results state practica lly wrecked that institu- in state education praised him to high
tion
simply
because
the
p'resident
had
in the expenditure of billions of dollars
• heaven. Those of intellectual dignity
of the taxpayer money, often in waste- made the "tragic" mistake of having were fired or left the state rather than
ful projects. This was never meant to the wrong man to deliver an address on become involved in such a mental tyranbe the condition. Can it be possible that the campus. It did not appear that the ny, This tragedy maintained an iron
the spirit of stateism, first established institution was going through any great hand for quite some time and not . one
in the Soviet Union in 1917-18 has al- era of intellectual freedom.
state college professor or administrator
ready engulfed Oljlr nation until all priShould I remind you of the "witch could do one thing to remedy the situavate efforts will be stiffled? Personal- hunt" that the University of Arkansas tion. They could not. The moment one
ly I resent, as a taxpayer, the thou- was subjected to less than four years might raise the slightest question was
sands upon thousands of dollars spent ago when certain politicians staged a
the moment that political pressure
by state colleges in public relations hearing on Communism in Arkansas?
forced him to leave the state or be
drives to get · more students so that
Now let us get down to basic phi- fired outright.
they can get more tax dollars, to get
Now, I would ·like to remind you · tha t
losophy
on the matter. Do you feel
more students, to get more tax dollars
that yout position as a professor in a
the rotten situation did not go unnoad infinitum.
state institution would be secure if you ticed nor uninvestigated. There were
No government agency of any sort began revealing iniquities of the polit- two great PRIVATE universities in the
should spend one dime to enlarge the
ical powers that be in Arkansas? How city of New Orleans, Tulane and Loyburden of the taxpayer. This tragic sitlong would you be. retained if the A r- ola,' free of political domination. Their
uation, unchecked, will .destroy the sys- kansas Democr·at and the Ar·kansas boards were not appointed by the go,·tem of f.r ee enterp·r ise and eventually deGazette carried specific charges, based ernor. They did not receive tax fun di:
stroy free government.
for their operation. They were imon highly objective facts, which you
Now for some of the errors of judge- might bring against the present admin- mune to the political pressure of th
ment in your letter.
dictator, Mr. Long. These two un ive_istration regardless of who might be in
sities began to uncover the rotten nes
I note that you affirm that the state power? You well know that the board
college people enjoy more freedom than of trustees of your institution 8.r~ ap- of Long dominated education. The p
those of us in the church related col- . pointed by the . governor, Regardless of pers began to tell the story (it shou
leges. In ·r esponse to this I would like who the governor is, he would not long be kept in. mind they too were free
to remind you that I have personally allow an employee of a state instit1.1tion
government owner s ~ip and control )
known four state college presidents and to indict his administration regardless the people b ~ga n to wake up. Some
these Long· puppets went to the pe
one university president to lose their of how diabolical it m'ight be. In fact
positions, or leave, purely because of the more diabolical ~uch an administentiary. · The strangle hold of Mr. L
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was broken and intellectual freedom and
dignity was restoTed to the state. Again
I remind you that the state college people had no way of rescuing themselves
from this intolerable loss of freedom.
If you have a feeling that this coulfl
not happen in Arkansas, let me remind
you again of the fiasco of Little Rock
from 1957 to 1960. As I recall the people in state education put their tongues
in t heir cheeks and kept quiet. They
could not do otherwise. When the
teachers of Little Rock were being
purged, did we heaT one voice .of state
- · ool in their defence? At that same
· e I was making speeches all over
Arkansas decrying the political interference with our public school people.
I wrote articles antl made hundreds of
speeches in their defence.' Ouachita College opened a high school in Little Rock
to minister to the children of that city
when the politicians had closed their
schools for political reasons. Could your
fi ne institution have done such a deed
in open defiance of the politicians of
Arkansas? It was closer to Little Rock
t han Ouachita, but it was by no mean ~
free to engage in such a venture and
you well know it.
In your letter you unfairly infer that
I set forth the concept that our state
colleges are full of communism. This is
not true and was the remotest thing
from my mind. I would suggest that
you take time to . read my. speech, a
copy of which is enclosed herewith, then
apply a little scholarly objectivity to
your analysis. I did not enter into
isolated particulars. I was concerned
with basic fundamentals and philosophies. In view of this position I again
affirm that the state schools of the
United States have freedom only within the political framework of the political system and the ruling politicians.
That is the identical setup I found in
the USSR. '.
I am afraid you are like most modern
Americans. You must have the idea
t hat modern communists are like those
of the Lenin era with their wooly faces,
ragged clothes and home-made bombs.
They are not like that now. The mod- ,
ern communist simply seeks a complete
governmental monopoly in all areas of
life. One might easily become fully devoted to this concept and never think ·
of joining the Communist party. In fact
some drift into this by becoming willing to surrender one area at a time to
complete governmental control. I hope
t hat we will not come to this communist viewpoint in the field of educat ion. Education is the cornerstone of
destiny and if we surrende·r to political
monopoly here, it is inevitable that we
will in turn surrender every other basic
area of American life.
In your letter you bring up the expulsion of a Baptist seminary professor
to illustrate the Jack of freedom in .
Baptist schools. Even in this case, I
see some fundamental differences of
tremendous value. First of all, the parent organization manifested unusual restraint at the San Francisco Convention
in preventing the violation of autonomy
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of tht> board of trustees of the seminary involved. Too, it is noteworthy
that the p·r esident of the Southern Baptist Convention did not use any personal pressure in the matter. This could
never. have been expected in a political
situation such as a state college. The
governor of any state would be found in
the forefront of such an ouster effort.
The board of trustees of the institution handled the matter as they saw fit
under the circumstances. They did not
have to fire anyone. No mandate was
handed them demanding such action.
Appropriations were not being cut off
by the sponsoring agency. What this
board did was their own business and
was · done of their free choice.
I would like' also to ·a dd that recent
information coming to my attention indicates that the seminary board took
the action they took p.r imarily on the
basis of a new situation which had arisen and not on the basis of the original
offence.
Summing up this incident I would
like to remind you that it was the feeling of many that the above professor
had attacked our "constitution" the Bible. Our people are quite liberal in
every area of human experience exceptwhen it comes to the authority of the
Bible as the Word of God. It is here
that they become quite sensitive. May
I ask how far a state college professor
would get if he openly taught his students to question the constitutional
form of government or exhorted them
to defame the Constitution of the
United States: It is likely that he
would be fired for that activity quickly.
However, he could openly question the
Bible and belittle it in every class he
might teach and that with impunity. I
know from personal experience this is
done by some of those who teach in
state colleges. I have heard them.
It is rather interesting to recall that
several state supported colleges and
universities in the south have lost their
acc·r editation because of political interferences, primarily in the area of complete academic freedom. Did you ever
hear of a denominational college losing
accreditation for lack of this freedom?
Frankly, I have never heard of it and
doubt that it will soon occur. This io
a cornerstone of American education,
hewn by the toil and sweat of church related colleges more than two centuries
ago, handed to the state colleges a gift
of free minds. The state .tchools did
not fashion this ' Principle. It is our
hope and prayer that we can preserve
and share it with them so long as time
shall stand.
Along this line it is more than interesting that the one speech that made
the national pTess during the recent
Louisiana Teacher's Association was one
by Dr. Wayne Minnick of Florida State
University in which he decrys the lack
of freedom for southern professors. The
context of his speech clearly indicates
that he is talking about state college
professors. He said he personally knew
of 35 to 40 re.c ent firings at Southern
schools resulting from outside pressure.

He said, "I object to the tendency--especially in the South-for the legislatures to dictate to the universities."
(See the Arkansas Gazette, November
21.)

On November 14, 1962, there is a long
and factual review of the lack of intellectual freedom on the educational scene
in Arkansas, written by one fearsome to sign his name from Little Rock.
· This letter is found on the editorial page
in "From the People" columns. It has all
of the appearance of haVing been written
by one of your colleagues in tax supported education and decrys the fact that
educational excellence in our state is
held back by the fact that too much of
Arkansas education is too closely geared
to the political climate. Of course this
person could not reveal his or her identity for fear of retaliation. Those of
us in private education have no such
fears.
I strongly resent the unkind inference as to my attitude toward the BSU
movement. I would like to remind you
that I was the first president of the
BSU on one of our state college campuses mtlre than thirty years ago. I
have attended many of the meetings of
the State BSU and have participated
on the programs of several. I •know
most of the men who work on the state
college campuses of Arkansas and hold
them in the very highest esteem. I consider Dr. Tom Logue one of the finest
and most genuinely Christian men I
know throughout the world. 1 have
never been opposed to the BSU. It has
always been a major interest of my administration. The BSU on our campus
is the leading organization. I am told
that it leads the entire state in regular
attendance at the prayer services.
My' only contention is that the state
schools unfairly exploit the BSU for
public relations purposes. Only a few
years ago some of our state schools
would not allow the BSU nor any other
denominational student organization on
their campuses. They soon found that
this was a poor policy and that parents
had serious doubts about such a "godless atmosphere" as was suggested by
this policy. They then jumped over
themselves to get church related student organizations in oTder to remove
the image 'Of godlessness. Now their
chief appeal to doubting Baptist parents is to remind the family that the
BSU on the state college campus makes
the state institution a four year revival and Sunday School. We run into
it constantly as we talk with parents
and young people. Of course, they never tell the pavents of the occasional
agnostic professor and other influences
which may undermine the simple faith
of the immature student.
Your inference that the 80 percent of
Baptist students in state colleges ought
to be given the lions share of attention
is not well taken. It may be that 80
percent of the Baptist college students
in Arkansas are in state colleges, but
I believe you will agree that the percentage touched with a vital Christian
(Continued on page 20 )
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Southern Baptist news briefs
Compiled from Bapti·st Press releases
Ha m ilton Reid retires
A. HAMILTON Reid, 70, for
the past 18 years executive secretary of the Alabama Baptist Convention, has announced his retirement Jan. 1. Dr. Reid recently observed his 50th year as a Baptist
preacher. During the years he
served in the top Baptist post in
the state, financial receipts for the
Alabama Baptist Cooperative Program increased from $349,272, in
1944, to $3,398,552, in 1962.

New Okla~oma policy

to the immutable, eternal and infallible word of God ."

Baptist teachers fa vored
THE 1962 Mississippi Baptist
Convention passed two resolutions
concerning its educational institutions. One instructed convention
colleges to "use Baptists on their
faculties whenever practical without lowering the quality of their
teaching." The second instructed
the president "to appoint a special
representative committee to study
all facets of government help to
our Baptist colleges and hospitals
and report back to the next convention as regards government
funds that may be requested or expected by these institutions."
DR. Russell Bush, Jr., Columbia dentist, was elected president
of the Mississippi Convention.
Meeting always in Jackson, the
1963 session of t he convention will
be there Nov. 12-14. The record
Cooperative Program budget for
the convention's new year is $2,786,000. Of this, $919 ,500 will be
for causes supported through the
Southern Bapt ist Convention.

THE 1962 Baptist General Convention of Oklahoma will not renew leases of public-owned hospitals after they expire. The . Oklahoma convention now operates six
suoh hospitals. The first lease expiration date comes in 1976. Before the 'COnvention was asked to
operate these hospitals, four of
them were constructed with federal grants and with municipal
bonds and other income. In the future, according to this action, the
convention is to confine its hospital operation to those it owns or
to those it m·a y lease "that do not
Against tax monies
have tax money involved."
The convention owns and opNEW MEXICO Baptists celeerates 10 hospitals, four not in- brated twin anniversaries at their
volved in the new leasing policy.
1962 convention in Roswell. It was
The Baptist General Convention , the 50th year of the Baptist Conof Oklahoma, in a resolution, re- vention of New Mexico and Harty
affirmed "our faith without men- P. Stagg of Albuquerque has been
tal reser vation or other subterfuge the convention's executive secrein the validity of the Bible, the tary half that time.
word of God." It -commended trusThe convention adopted a Cotees of Midwestern Seminary, operative Program goal for the
Kansas City, for "thei-r faithful, new fiscal year of $560,000, with
ness in carrying out the instruc- 27 per cent routed to the Southtions of the Southern Baptist Con- ern Baptist Convention for worldvention." (Trustees recently fired . wide work.
Professor Ralph H. Elliott, profesCarl R. Scott, pastor, Central
sor of Old Testament and Hebrew, Church, Clovis, was elected conafter his book, "The Message of vention president and the convenGenesis," brewed a controversy in tion chose Tucumcari for the 1963
the SBC.) The Oklahoma action convention, Nov. 12-14.
One of the convention's resolualso said Baptists of that state ex, pect all literature, teachers - (in tions declared: "Be it resolved
Baptist institutions)_, preachers that we reaffirm our belief that
and convention institutions to "be the Bible is the ~ord of God withabove reproach relative to loyalty out myth or error, that it is suffiPage Fourteen

cient for all matters
faith, practice, belief a
tion; that membership
Testament church is
upon an experience of _
and faith with confessio
as Savior, followed by
that is immersion, of the
Concerning public
and Baptists' position
New Mexico Baptists
"That we as Baptist s re=.
united front in rejecting
tax funds, federal a nd o· directly and indirectly.
Baptist institutions, whe·
be loans or grants."

Louisiana annivers
THE
Louisiana
Co
marked its 150th birth
special ceremonies during .session in Baton Rouge. -:out'the sessions of the cor:·
ladies were dressed in per:
tumes to focus attention on ·
niversary event.
The convention adopted
million
Cooperative
P
budget for the coming· yea.
Southern Baptist Convent tion of this is 31.4 percent. B. -Hall, Farmerville minis- re-elected president. The n=nual meeting will _be held . ·
14 at Lake Charles.

Blaze damages churc
FIRST Baptist Church,
tanburg, S.C., was heavily
aged by fire of undetermi n
gin. Press reports said
would be $500,000, and t h
blaze almost destroyed the 6 old auditorium: The 2,50 ber church is the sixth'
Southern Baptist church ~
state. John L. Sla ughter is

Otho Williams di es ·
S. OTHO Williams, 51, su. tendent of the Illinois Bapti •
dren'S\ Home, Carmi, died of a heart attack.
DR. Victor L. Oliver, fo r msociate professor of biolog:Ouachi.ta College,. where he
graduated in 1949, has been n
professor of biology at Mobile
lege, a new Baptist-spon:
four-year college of liberal
and sciences now under con~ 
tion in Mobile, Alabama.
ARKANSAS

~e4e4« ...1Uj~t4

ore mob violence
_-TGOMERY (BP) - The
ornery Baptist Pastors' Con.,r::=::::3:-::e voted unanimously to send
n letter to Alabama Gov.
Patterson and Gov.-Nomi'-reor ge Wallace asking them
aintain order and enforce
ence to the law in any even.- t hat may arise." ·
- copy· of · the letter also went
e Montgomery City Commis_on tgomery has been one of
= a! Southern cities hit by radisturbances, including bus
tts and attacks on so-called
~d om Riders."
Montgomery
pital of Alabama, which may
_-!'e in efforts to integrate staterted white universities next

tJ/

'8apti4t ~i4tM'
By BERN ES K. SELPH. Th.D.

· Pilstor, 1s t Bapti s t Churc h , Benton

Philadelphia Ass' n

lead'S Baptists
PHILADELPHIA Association,
organized, July 27, 1707, set the
pace for associational life among
American
B a p t i s t 's, and
there were good
.. reasons for this.
An evangelical
Calvinism such as
held by George
Whitfield •and the
New Lights prevailed among BapDR. SELPH
. tists in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Hence, the
revival e f f e c t s of the Great
A wakening did not penetrate their
ranks as in .o ther religious groups
elsewhere. Too, Baptists in this
area had never been persecuted as
in other sections. Bitter sectarianism never developed among thein.

them, and let them dedde on
fitness.
Cooperative efforts were sust ained. In 1755 a day of fasting
and prayer was appointed, and it
was decided to have such meetings
quarterly throughout the following
year. These fast days were continued for many years.
Too, in 1755, several brethren
were appointed to visit struggling
Baptist churches far .and near
which corresponded with the association.
It was felt that all the work
could be strengthened through education. In 1762 Morgan Edwards
began to stimulate members to establish a Baptist College. A number of Baptist young men had been
educated at Princeton and the University, of Pennsylvania. But it was
felt tpat an adequate number of
ministers would never be trained
until they had an institution of
their own where Baptist principles
could be taught and where the denominational life could be fostered.

e letter said :
n view of the existing tension
.ace relations, and the recent
edy in Mississippi ; and be-e of other possible crises in our
~ state, we call upon the· govThe work in Philadelphia also Relig ious communication
r and all other officials in Alagrad u a I growth. The
enjoyed
to maintain order and enchurches
perfected their. organiza- o rganization formed
e obedience to the law in any
:::nt uality that may arise. We de- tions and gave encouragement to
THE Educational and Religious
re violence and mob action in 't hose working in other regions. Radio and Television Association
They consolidated the results of opened recerttly in Indianapolis.
- critical situation.
'We further request the gover- the revival effort a,nd laid the Miss Ella F. Harllee is director.
foundation for the educational
- to call upon all the people of
ERRTA's first project has been
work of the denomination.
bama to refrain from inflamthe distribution of the National BiocDoctrinal
questions
arose
ory statements and acti~ities
ble Telecourses taught by Dr. Ed_ich are designep to incite rfots casionally but caused little dis- ward W. Bauman: of The American
d mob action, or that would e!'l- turbance, because the churches University and Wesley Theological
urage outside agitators to come were so well established in their Seminary in Washington, D.C.,
teachings.
·o our state.
[being shown each Saturday on
Benj~min Griffith helped to in- KARK-TV,
"We are firmly committed to
Little Rock from 12 :30
e absolute necessity of maintain- · terpret the relationship ·of the to 1 :30 p.m.]
church to the association. In 17 46
g our public school system and he was appointed to study the
ERRTA, a national, inder state colleges and universities, churches in that area aNd to rependent,
non-'profit organization,
d would abhor any suggestion cord the proceedings of the dewas
formed
·under a g-rant from
t these schools be closed under nomination. He read a paper
Lilly Endowment, Inc., to provide
y circumstances.
before the association in 17 49 on new concepts for program mate'We pledge our support and "The Power and Duty of an As- rials in all of the mass media. It
rayers to our governor and other sociation of Churches."
is · non-sectarian. It seeks to assist
fficials in maintaining peace and
The practice of inviting sister . in closing the gap between our
n orderly solution to possible · churches to ordination services of technical and scientific advance
_ ·ses that may a:r;ise, protecting ministers found its beginning here. and ou.r spiritual and moral de-' e rights of all our citizens.;,_ In 1753 it was determined that no velopment, a·c cording to Miss Harle Montgomery Baptist Pastors' person would be ordained to the lee. This is be.i ng done primarily
onference (In Montgomery Coun- ministry on the judgment of a s in~ by the total involvement of the lo-y there are 44 ·Baptist churches gle church . . The candidate was to cal community in religious and edu-:nth 28,698 members.)
visit other churches, preach among cational pr ograms, she said.
/
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Letters
(Continued from page 5)
which begins soon. Our calendar of
speaking engagements is a lready filling
up rapidly. We shall be in the United
States from May 1, 1963, to April 30,
1964. Our plan is to live in a missionary apartment at Southwestern Seminary in Ft. Worth, Tex.- Roy and Alma
Ruth Lyon, Medicina No. 12, Mexico
20, D.F., Mexico

The West Point Atlas of the Civil War,
Edited by Vincent ·J. Esposito, Frederick A. Praeger, 1962, $12.50
Here is a definitive, comprehensive
history of all the land campaigns of the
Civil War, traced in 192 detailed, three~olor maps, with descriptive text on facing pages.
The editors have utilized a technique
revolutionary in military writing;. The
0~ Baptist pride
battle maps do not merely portray static ·
THE enclosed clipping of a letter to
situations: they are dynamic, with many the Arkansas Gazette from a Mrs.
map sequences clearly showing the move- Jeanne Morgan highlights a situa tion
ments of the opposing forces from day
which I believe merits comment in the
to day, sometimes from hour to hour.
"Letters to the Editor" column. So . I
The nineteen major" campaigns of the am sticking my neck out.
war are carefully detailed. Explanatory
[The letter referred to is reproduced
symbols in color make clear troop move- here:
ments, time s e q u e n c e s, numerical Baptists . in Control?
strength of units, boundaries, fortifica- To the Editor of the Gazette :
tions and other elements necessary for
I had previously planned before coman understanding of the strategies and ing to Hot Springs to stay until spring.
tactics involved , in the campaigns and However, before I allow myself to be
specific battles.
"brain laundered" into thinking America
must have been discovered by a Baptist, .
Recent Broadman Press Record album I shall continue on my journey to New
Orleans, and Jacksonville. This is exreleases include:
WE, PRAISE THEE, featuring R. Paul actly how I feel.
. Mrs . Jeanne Mor g an .
Green and the Broadman Chorale; composed of 32 singers in the Nashville-; Hot Springs.]
For the past 37 years 1 have been a
Tenn., area. An album of hymns, the
album includes "We Praise Thee, 0 God, Baptist by conviction ~nd choice, after
Our Redeemer," "Dear Lo:vd and Father
of Mankind," "0 My Soul,. Bless God the
Father," "Saviour, Teach Me Day by
. Day," "0 Worship the King," and "I
Will Arise and Go to Jesus," and others:
THE GOSPEL IN SONG, featuring
the Broadman Chorale. Church choirs,
directors, singers, and others may profit
greatly throygh the interpretation and
choral effects presented by the Chorale.
The ten gospel song ' arrangements presented in this album are available in
octavo form from Broadman Press.
GOLGOTHA, a cantata by Robert
Graham featuring the Broadman Chorale. Realistically descriptive of the crucifixion of Christ, Graham's Gqlgotha is
colorful and appealing .. Soloists include:
Faye Thompson, sop.r ano; Denise Jones,
alto; William Thompson, tenor; Donnie
J. Adams, bass; and Donald F. Ackland
is the narratOT.
MARVELOUS GRACE, featuring John
Ward, baritone, with Don Hustad a nd
Gil Mead a:\ accompanists. Selections include: "Wh'fn They Ring the Golden
Bells", "Amazing Grace," "I Won't Have
to Cross Jordan Alone," "Why Should
He Love Me So," "No Longer Lonely'{"
and others.
REBIND OWN BIBLE to 6 x 9"Klte, aU materiale:, cover, instructione. LexIde cover $2.00,. Fabrikoid $(.00, Cowhide
$5.00, Morocco $6.00. Give page size and
thickness. Agents invited. Or send Blbl<!ll
for rebinding to the oldest, internatio.nally
known rebindin~~: specialist. Free list, aamples. ·.

· BALKA BINDERY
Box 15051, Dallas 1. Texas
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having been raised as a Methodist. My
Baptist convictions h ave deepened
through the years. However, I do not
feel that we Baptists have a mandate
to run down other denominations which
believe in the authority of scripture, but
-interpret it differently. It is a strange
fact that in some Southern Baptist
churches there seems to be a continual
straining to . glorify the name "Baptist",
and to criticise other denominations. Do
some Southern Baptists have an inferiority complex which makes them continue to shout their pride in Baptist
principles? Are we mol'a· interested in
running down other denominations, or
in winning the unsaved to Christ? ·
I wonder if a visit to a Southern
Baptist church inspired Mrs. Morgan's
letter, in which she says, "Before I
allow myself to be 'brain laundered' into
thinking America must . have been discovered by a Baptist, I shall continue
on my journey to New Orleans and
Jacksonville".
This reminds me of hearing preach·ars
referring to first century Christians as
"The' First Baptist Church in Jerusalem".! How proud can we get? Let us
consider I. Corinthian s 3:4-6, and do a
little heart searching. Let us do less
protesting, and ·more proclaiming. Let
us hear less of "Baptist s only", and more
of Christ crucified and of God's lo:ve for
sinners.-William P. Snyder; 1106 N.
9th St., Rogers
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These recordings, featuring three of A merica's foremost religious recording artists, are
ideal gifts for anyone on your list.
Claude Rhea
BLESSED ASSURANCE-Hymns sung the way
you like to hear them. (65w) Mono W-3073, $3.98
Stereo WST-8022, 4.98
MAJ ESTIC THEMES-Inspirational cl'assic favorites. (65w)
Mono W-3087, $3.98
Stereo WST-8029, 4.98
T ennessee Ernie Ford
HYMNS AT HOME-Best-loved hymns sung in
Ernie's warm friendly style. (90m) T-1604, $3;98
George B·e verly Shea
·
HYMNS THAT HAVE LIVED 100 YEARSEnduring hymns you love to hear and sing. (90m)
Mono LPM-2348, $3.98
Stereo LSP-2348, 4.98
INSPIRATIONAL SONGS-Sacred songs of devotion. (90m)
LPM-1187, $3.98
l'HE HOLY LAND- Hymns of Jesus and the land
in which he Jived . (90m) Mono, LPM-2189, $3.98
Stereo, LSP-2189, 4.98
THE LOVE OF GOD- Hymns of Gotl's love.
(90m) .
LPM-1949, $3.98 ·
BLESSED ASSURANCE-Favorites of comfort
and assurance. (90m)
Mono LPM-1967, $3.98
Stereo LSP-1967,
4.98

You can't miss with gifts like these. Order today from your
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408 Spring Street
Little Rock, Arkansas
ARKAN·SAS BAPTIST

Books for Africa
The Arkansas Baptist continues to be
my favorite relig ious news magazine.
Although copies are several mon - ate
(we have just received ~ e Sep:ember
6th issue) I always read ::
· h a vid
interest and rejoice .n ~ o:a- bre hren
in Arkansas at the p
:::: being made
t here.
Out here.

u.r

• e .55 - a bit slower.
- wn of about 40,000
~
be at least 75 per" ila>e tried since com:o r each the Moslems
, but as Christian history
ey are one of the most
- pie in the world to reach.
a

-

-.y, we have decided to try a
· eren app roach in an effort to wite·: o and "win some." Tomorrow, I
·n possibly finalize on agreement to
lease a very desirable business building on the main street in the large Mosle m area of town called N gamiani. In
th is building, we plan to open a library and readihg room. There is
t hroughout E.ast Africa in particular a
g reat hunger for education; good reading materials; the news, etc. Although,
we have no assurance that this will
" work," we feel that it will be worth
the effort and money in an attempt to
reach these people with the Christian
message. It will provide us with an ex-

cellent opportunity to work right in the
heart of this particular area, which
houses not less than 15,000 people.
It may be through the pages of the Arka nsas Baptist you can help us with this
project. Often, friends from Arkansas
and elsewhere have asked what they
could do to help. us in the Lord's work
out here. I have two suggestions to make. First, they can pray earnestly
that the project will be successful. Second, they can help us equip our library
with good books. We are planning to
purchase about 200 books to begin the
project both in English and Kiswahili,
which is the local language. Many
times our Baptists friends have good
books which they have already read and
which have been stacked away in
·the closet.
Perhaps, it would be helpful to define
what we · mean by "good" books. They
should be in good physical condition.
This will not be a lending library and
the books will be handle d a lot. We cannot 'use trashy novels. Althoug h, we
wo uld like to have good clean novels .
Study course books, National Geographic
l\iagazines, books on history .and geograp.hy and any other kind of book that_
would help to m~ke up a' good Christian library will be helpful. Packages
should be marked us ed books and sent
to: Rev. James. E. Hampton, Baptist
Mission, Box 185, Tanga, Tanganyika,
East Africa
·

The preacher poet
Rhyme of life
Man is a poem beautiful
If only he's a man.
Tho' he attain etheTeal height,
Witnesses blessings day and night,
And is p1·oclaimed a man of might,
I f falseness finds in him a place
The rhyme of life becomes
disgrace .
- W. B. O'Neal
National affairs

Urges Bible reading
NEW. YORK (EP) -President
Kennedy has urged that people everywhere "read the Bible in whatever version or translation they
choose." In a statement issued in
connection with the annual worldwide Bi,ble reading program of the
American Bible Society, spanning
the period fro.m Thanksgiving Day
thr;ough Christmas, the President
declared that it is not enough that
the Bible be translated, published,
and distributed. "It must also be
read," he said.

What waiving

.DELAYED PARTICIPATION
ineans to Arkam~as pastors!
by T. K. RUCKER, Annuity Board fieldman for Arkansas

Any Arkansas Baptist pastor has one more
chance to get full widow and disc;~bility coverage
in the Southern Baptist Protection Plan if he
acts now.
Time is short however. The ·A nnuity Board
waived the delayed participation penalty until
January 1, 1963. A pastor in the Plan on January
1, will have full widow and disability protection
based on the amount of dues paid into the Pla11
for him. Reti.rement benefits were never affected
by the penalty.
Each church should put its pastor in the Plan
and pay the 10 per cent dues. Whenever a pastor
dies or becomes disabled, it can create real finan-

Cial burdens for both his family and the church.
With the church paying his dues in the Plan, .it
knows its pastor is fully protected in case of his
death, disability or retirement. And remember, the
longer a pastor is in the Protection Plan , the
greater his benefits will be.
So act now. Start building up a widow, disa·bility
and retirement income. But be sure to join before
January 1, when the delayed participation penalty
will be enforced again. It won't be waived anymore.
After January 1, any pastor who had been
eligible for the Plan for a year or more woulcil have
his widow and disability benefits reduced by the
length of time he was eligible but failed to join.

For more information, contact: J. K. Rucker, 401 W. Capitol, Little Rock, Arkansas
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epartments-----------------------------------------------Foundation

its field of responsibility to determine age groups . . . ideas for w
whether or not a new mission should cers and teachers' meetings . .
be · established.
tions for department assembly p.:-c;:;::::Ji::-41
A new trust fund
There are so many places in Arkansas
Each issue offers help for p·:-.-~::::::11·
"BIG trees from little acorns grow." where some work ought to be estab- to teach . . . training for greaSeldom do big things start out big. They lished by a sponsoring church. Look ice . . . learning more about ·-:-:,=~•
· ..._........,.
grow from small beginnings. We hope your field over and fulfill the mission Sc;hool work ... attaining the ..., ...
of Excellence . . . expanding .,.
that will be the case if there is an opportunity.
On Thursday, Dec. 13, we will be meet" organization . . . broadening its _,_..___
wit~
a new trust
funtt
recently
re- ing in a conference in Atlanta on schools listie reach . . . deep.e ning the :
ceived by your Foun- of missions. We have already accepted School worker's own spiritual life.
Furnish The Sunday School
dates for associational schools of misdation.
A former student sions for as many associations as mis- for the pastor and general office:::
of one of our state sionaries can be secured in 1963. There partment superintendents and o
'schools
had
been are a number of associations which have ficers, teachers, adult and young
blessed by the work not' had schools of missions for many, class officers. Encourage its us e~
of our Bap.tist Stu- many years. It will not be possible for your church does this, it makes adent Union program. them to have any before 1964, or perhaps cellent investment! - From The Ba.
Program, December issue.-Lawso
Desiring
to
show 1965.
field, Secretary
If your association is interested in
his appreciation, this
MR. McDONAUI
person sent a gift of having schools of missions in which For$200 to the Student Union Department. eign, Home and State missionaries will
Dr. Tom Logue and the several campus speak in all the churches you shoui..:· Brotherhood
director:& voted to place this money take action now and make applicatfon
with thb Foundation in trust. The prin- for the earliest date possible.
Good records
Here in the office at Little Rock we
cipal wi11 be invested and ' the interest
IT IS hard to make and sustain a ..
put back into Student Union work each are setting up the requests from assoyear. In twenty years the fund will re- ciations, churches and missions for con- record in any area, of work without g
turn the sum of the original gift and sideration by the Missions Committee. records. Such records show where
If any church or mission will need fi·have been, where
will still be working.
are, and where
This is a meager beginning .bl.lt we · nancial help on pastor's salary or buildare headed. An
hope others will understand that they ing during 1963, the request should be
ysis of good reco.
can add to this trust fund. Your gift mad.e now.-C. W. Caldwell, Superinreveals trends,
to any cause will be kept as such on tendent of Missions
good ond some
our records but the earnings can go to
and he Ips
this same cause if you desire.
Sunday
School
strengthen our wo ~
No gift is too large or too small. All
gifts to the Arkansas Bap.tist Foundafor we are enabled ·
The BUILDER
tion are tax-deductible. We will acknowltake steps to reve ·
edge your gift and notify the agency
ALREADY The Su nday School Builder
bad trends and
or institution if you desire. For fur- is dressed up with beautiful full-color
strengthen good on
One of the co~
ther information, write Ed F. McDon- covers, suitable for bulletin-board use.
MR. TULL
stant struggles of
,..,.,....._,., Beginning with the
ald, Jr., Executive Secretary of Arkansas
Baptist Foundation, 401 West Capitol
January issue, you'll Brotherhood Department is to mainta·
Avenue, Little Rock, Arkansas.
see quite a difference reliable, up-to-date filE}S. For instanc
on the inside. . The we need at all times to know who
format and type have pastor .of what church; who is the Bro been changed and erhood president, and who are the othe
Missions-Evangelism
mor e
illustrations Brotherhood officers and leaders. W _
used to make this need to know who are moderators o:
Atlanta missions meet
h e I p f u I 76 - page associations; associational missionarie:
WHEN this issue of the Arkansas
monthly more read- associational brotherhood presiden ~
able and attractive. and other associational Brotherhood ofBaptist" Newsmagazine reaches you, I
Because of better or- ficers. We need also to know the mail in~
will be in Atlanta, Ga., meeting with the
ganization, it is easi- addresses of all of these men. We neerl
secretaries of state
missiOns from our
~·· HATFIILD
er now to find the other information pertinent to our task.
.
A few short months ago we maileri
Convention territory. different sections.
A special feature of the January issue every pastor a letter requesting the
Wednesday, Dec. 12,
is the presentation of the Baptist Sun- names and addresses of the 1963 Brothwe wil~ be discussing
the 30,000 Movement. day School Board's ministry. The Febru- erhood officers and leaders of his church.
Dr. C. C. Warren will ary issue will major on Baptist Sunday We enclosed a postal with blanks to be
Schools in ot her lands.
want a report from
·filled in. The response from the pastor.;
Included in each new issue are ex- has been very, very good; and we are
all states to determine
the
definite panded helps for the pastor, superin- grateful. The same wholesome resp.onse
1
number of pr eaching tendent, and other' general officers in has come from the associational misstations which have such areas as weekly officers and teach- sionaries. Thank you, fellows!
already been estab- ers' meetings, teaching improvement,.
If you are among the few who have
Dit. CALDWELL
lished.
audio-visual aids, weekday Bible study, not yet responded to our request for the
enlargement, and general administrative names and addresses of your churc
It appears now that the total number
will reach about 18,000 mission stations responsibilities.
Brotherhood officers and leaders (or asestablished by Jan. 1, 1963. This means
Instead of 28 pages, there are now sociational Brotherhood officers an
12,000 to · go by Dec. 31, 1964. It is a about 40J pages for the departme nt sec- leaders), let us hear from you soon. W
high goal but not at all impossible. The
tions. Feature<} on these pages are ar- want to start the new calendar year wi
thi ng that I am wondering about is ticles of promotion, information, and in- our files as complete as we can makE
hether or not each church is surveying spiration for workers with the various them. Thanks!-Nelson Tull, Secretarr
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Executive Board

Calvary, Blytheville

(Continued from page 2)
well, the rich young r uler, Zaccheus,
Nicodemus and many others could be
cited as ~vidence of this fact.
Hand picking men f or t he Ki ngdom
manifests a genuine interest in t he spiritual welfare of men . To speak from
the pulpit, to promot.e plans and programs can be a very impersonal thing.
But when one goes to the home, the
place of business or in some other p.r ivate meeting :eeks t o lead men to
Christ only a genuine interest in men
iOlo·wing • · e Lord will sustain this type
of mini.::,-:ry.
: King men for the kingdom is
ec: • e. God honors this type of minA young pastor had not b-aen
:he church long when people not hat hardly a· service passed 'that
people did not respond to the invitation.
I was learned that of the 110 who had
recently united with the church, all but
a bout one-half · dozen had been visited
personally. Sunday, Jan. 6, 1963 is SoulCommitment Day in our
"He that winneth souls is
- S. A. Whitlow, E.xecutive
Hand

CALVARY Church, Blytheville, has
just comp.leted a successful Stewardship
Emphasis. The church used the Forward
Program of Church
Finance to subscribe
the budget last September and won a
victory.
The pastor, Rev.
Harold B. Ray, invit~
ed the writer to visit
the church and explain the Forward
Program. We visited
the church and went
·through the Forward
DR. DOUGLU
Pro gram materials and tried to explain the meaning of
each step.
Figures never tell the whole story
about a church victory, but they help
us to get a glimpse of the attitude of
the members. Last year the people of
Calvary were not asked to pledge. This
year the membership. pledged· $21,398.
The total income last year was $16,131.85. So, you see, the pledges amounted
to $5,266.15 or 321h percent more than
they gave last year. If this church does
like the average church that uses the

ARKANSASTOUR
,
.
TO BAPTIST YOUTH WORLD CONFERENCE, BEIRUT
.
JULY 8, TO AUGUST 15, 1963
Including

The Holy Land and Europe
Sponsored by: ARKANSAS BAPTIST STATE CONVENTION
Escorted by Dr. Erwin L. McDonald and Dr. Tom Logue ·
Visiting Italy-Egypt-Lebanon-Syria-Jordan-Israel. Greece
Switzerland-Germany-Denmark-Holland-France and England
In recognition of the import of the 6th Baptist Youth World Conference in
B-airut, Lebanon, July 15-21, 1963 the Arkansas Baptist State Convention has
voted for two members of the Convention's staff-Dr. Erwin L. McDonald and
Dr. Tom J. Logue-to conduct a party te Beirut for th.e Conference; and from
there for a tour of the HOLY LAND and EUROPE.
Dr. McDonald, editor of the ARKANSAS BAPTIST NEWSMAGAZINE,
who was a member of the Scotland Evangelistic Crusade group last spring as it
toured the Bible Lands, is serving as director, with Dr. Logue, Director of the
Baptist Student Union for Arkansas, as associate director.
The total cost of this tour, from New York back to. New York, using Jet
Economy is $1,480 based on the group fare which is now approved until
1964, by the Civil Aeronautics Board.
This price includes 37 days of travel at the better hotels, with Continental
Breakfast and one other meal provided each day, plus all transfers, and
sightseeing as well as tips for the services provided · in the tour. ·
Th<! group will be visiting 13 different countries. We must have a minimum of 25 persons traveling together as a group. in order to qualify for the
group rate. There cannot be ·any changes in the departure and ;return dates, as
the entire group must travel together.

For Additional Information and Reservations Contact:

DR. ERWIN L. McDONALD or DR. TOM LOGUE
DIRECTOR
401 W. Capitol Avenue
DECEMBER 13, 1962

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
BAPTIST BUILDING
Phone FR 6-2391

Little. Roek, · Arkansas

Forward Program, the members will give
more in 1963 than they pledged.
The church also increased its Cooperative Program gifts 2 percent for next
year.
We rejoice in this victory. We commend Pastor Ray, moderator of Mississippi County Association, who is leading
the church in an excellent manner. We
also congratulate' the church members
and thank God for their willingness to
follow their leader 'in a worth-while program.
Now, what if every church could in. crease its income 321h percent next
year? What if every church increased
its Cooperative Program gifts next year
by 2 percent? What could Baptists do?
These ques't ions are hard to answer
but here are partial answers. The Arkansas Baptist churches would have · incomes of .$20,000,000. The Cooperative
Program receipts would be over- $2,000,000.
There was a time when these things
seemed absolutely impossible, but now
things· are different. Church members
have the money and where given the
_ proper ·incentive will give more of it to
l):ingdom causes.
That's wh'y more and more of · our
churches .need to use the Forward Program of Church Finanee.-Ralph Douglas, Associate Executive Secretary

Training Union

Resource units
RESOURCE units have been prepared
for intermediates, young people and
adult unions to use . during. January in
· place of the unit in
the quarterlies. At
least four copies of
the unit should be
ordered for each union which wi11 use
the resource unit.
These units should
be used only by unions which are willing to do extra work
during January.
The booklets conMR. DAVIS
tain wonderful materials, helps and suggestions. For example, the problems outlined for study in
"Adults Learning to Witness," are ·s tated
in· such questions as these: How can we
overcome our lack of concern for the
unsaved? What are some steps in learning to witness? How can we overcome
fears in witnessing? What is the best
approach in witnessing to a lost person? What are some ways we can use
the Bible in witnessing? How can we
deal with excuses? How can we deal
with . indifference? How can we bring a
person to a decision to . accept Christ?
These eight problems are related · to
an over-all problem to- be considered
throughout the study: How can we gain
motivation and skills to help us .become effective soul-winners? - Ralph
W. Davis, Secretary
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'Common image of life'
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. (EP)What is the common image of contemporary life portrayed in current fiction and nonfiction bestsellers? To find an answer, The
'Sunday Sch.ool Times commissioned Joseph T. Bayly, head of .
Windward Press and a shrewd observer of the contemporary scene,
to read 12 current best-sellers and
record his observations.
Mr. Bayly's views are reported
in the annual fall book issue of
The Sunday School Times in
which he declares:
"The ·common image in · almost
every instance is a mood of disap- ,
pointment, of disillusionment and
despair. I can only assume that
a massive part of our reading population accepts this mood, and . responds to the reality of such a
view of life today."
The article is entitled, "The
End Was Desolate and Unkind,"
a quotation attributed to F. ~cott
Fitzgerald in the new biography,
ScoU Fitzgerald, authored by Andrew Turnbull.
In his concluding thoughts, Mr .
Bayly effectively relates Jesus
Christ as the answer to contemporary "blues."

Schools
(Continued from pag-e 13)
ministry is far far lower than that
proportion. It is highly doubtful that
much more than 10 percent of the 80
percent ever take any active interest in
the BSU. On some campuses it is less
than 5 percent, I am told. In the Arkansas Baptist, November 22, 1962,
my dear friend, Jamie Jones, BSU Director of the University of Arkansas,
says that a former student of this institution, Rev. Bill Lewis, "is not exaggerating one bit when he states that
more than 1,500 Baptist preference students on the University of Arkansas
campus do not frequent the BSU center."
On the campus of Southern Bap.tist
College, I sincerely believe that the BSU
alone touches fully 95 percent of · the
students in a very real ministry. The
other Christian efforts and the atmosphere of the campus makes a strong
impact upon EVERY student. I feel
certain that at least 95 percent respond
to this influence. I cannot believe that
any state school in American can .approach this record.
It is not th~ percentage of Baptist
students on a campus. which should tcom-

DEAR Santa:
Please don't come to see us this yea:r! Though you brought
more to our house last year than ever before, we've had nothing
but utter confusion.
That new automobile you br ought last year isn·t paid for ,
and it's all beca use of the old car that we handed down to Jr.
We've had noth ing but heada{!hes out of that boy, and to know
his whereabou ts since we gave him that car, has been utterly out
of the question. We could paper his bedroom with speeding tickets
he's gotten, and he was more than just fortunate to be able to
crawl out of the last accident.
Remember the TV set you brought? We've managed to see
all the good programs, wit h the best coming on just before time
for church on Sunday afternoon.
That t ransistor radio you brought Sue has been her constant
bed pardner. It's strange to us that she's losing her good taste
for music.
The yo ungest boy has had a lot of fun with the go-cart you
brought him last year, but he's had to miss almost every Sunday
at {!hurch because the races started so ettrly. He's such a punctual
child, and never wa nts to miss a race either.
The boat you brought my husband is loads of fun for all of
the famil y, but we can't enjoy eating our cake at the lake ori
the Lord 's day.
All-n-ail , it's been a year of regrets, and all because of you.
We plan to give only simple gif ts, many of them made at home.
By doi ng this, we will be able to give more to the Lottie
Moon Chr istmas Offering for F oreign Missions. Certainly it is
necessary to get the gospel around the world with Communism
nipping at the heels of the lost, and besides we couldn't enjoy
so many nice gifts with so many Cuban refugees pouring into our
land with nothing but a change of clothing to st art out with.
You see, Santa, we've been pretty selfish this past year and
even extravagant. Need you be reminded that we've learned our
le~son, and we won't even be looking for you at all this year?
-The D. 0. Betters
/

mand our efforts. It is what changes
and improvements made . in those lives
which count for God. This is what
former president of the Arkansas Baptist State Convention had in mind when
he publicly evaluated the wor k of
Southern Baptist College by saying ,
"That small college, in her few short
years, has done more to advance the
Kingdom of God on earth than large
and richly endowed universities."
No, Professor Amos, I cannot agree
that the state ' college has much universal intellectual freedom. Not nearly as
much as the church related college. Nor
can I believe that they can be made
Christian in the foreseeable future by
any present innovations. :t shall continue· to dedicate my efforts to the cause
of Christian Education and at all times
seek to uplift tax supported edu,cation .
Only a foo l would sug.gest that we .destroy state colleges,--ONLY A BIGGER
FOOL WOULD SUGGEST WE DESTROY 'PRIVATE COLLEGES.- H. E.
Williams, President; Southern Baptist
College, Walnut Ridl?e

a

*More than
400 I llustra·
tions
*Fo ll ows
Uniforl)l S.S.
Lessons

Foreword by Dr. Robert G. Lee

ONLY $15.0

BAPTIST BOOK STORE
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hildren' s Nook---------..;.._----=-------Little Town
f Bethlehem
By

ELizABETH FLUGAUR

DUSK was gently ')settling over the
little town of Bethlehem. Far out in the
fields bordering the quiet town, a lone
man was slowly dismounting from his
horse.
It was Christmas Eve, 1865. For many
years Phillips Brooks had hoped to visit
t he place of our Saviour's birth. It had
been a long -and ti:r:ing journey for the
minister from Philadelphia. At last, he
was here.
He stood leaning against a fence
a round a cave. Could 'this be the place?
he wondered.
·
Tradition said it was. Above him in
the darkening skies, the stars ap.p eared
one by one. Not far away, the streets
of Bethlehem were dark and silent. The
ittle · town lay dreaming and peaceful.
.BY THELMA C. CARTER
Could this be how it was that night
-o long ago? thought Mr. Brooks. He
"BRINGING home Christmas" is the enjoy many of the old customs. We eslooked up at the sky and. imagined the
way
our ancestors described going into
pecially en$oy setting up and decorating
guiding star that had appeared in ·the
the woods for sprigs and boughs of Christmas trees with gifts piled below
heavens. He thought of the humble
·
shepherds, tending their flocks near- evergreen, ivy, and bayberry, for yew · the evergreen branches.
and fir trees, and for the yule log.
by, and of the angels that appeared to
A sprig of holly placed upon ChristStrangely, many of the Christmas cus•hem.
mas packages carries. a wish for happitoms
we
enjoy,
such
as
the
hanging
of
The picture before· him t with its simness and good will for the new year.
plicity and beauty, filled his heart with evergree_n branches and holly wreaths, Using sprigs of holly is another ancient
have
come
to
us
from
the
past.
joy. He remembered his people he had ·
custom. Hundreds of years ago chilleft in Philadelphia.
The burning of the yule log is an old
dren and adults gathered holly to give
Oh: he thought, how I wish I could
custom. In 1 ancient Rome, the yule log to their friends and loved ones.
tell them of the wonderful beauty of was burned on Christmas Eve in the
To Christian people, "bringing home
·his moment!
.
palaces of kings, in the homes of nobleAfter a while Mr. Brooks rode back to
men, and even in the homes of the most Christmas," ·with the Christmas trees,
holly, wreaths, and evergreen boughs,
Bethlehem to attend the Christmas
humble people. The yule log was lighturch service.
ed at one end and allowed to burn slow- has .a ·special meaning. We are reminded
:\h. Brooks never forgot his visit to
ly. If it continued to burn brightly to of the joy of the shepherds, the song of
the angels, and the little town · of BethBethlehem. Many times he ·sat quietly
the opposite end, the Romans called it a
·
· his study remembering. Sometimes sign of good luck and a ha.p py new year lehem.
~e t ried to talk of it to his p.e ople. He
to come.
"For unto you is born this day in
as sad because he could not express
the city of David a Saviour, which is
Even
the
early
settlers
in
our
coun- e beauty, the peace of Bethlehem that
try cut yule logs and burned them on Christ the Lord" (Luke 2:11).
had felt.
Christmas
Eve. Today we continue to
(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved')
·ree years later Christmas was
approaching. Mr. Brooks was in
Lewis H. Redner, and asked him to written. Every year it is sung in re: preparing his sermon. In the
compose a melody for it. The organist membrance of the birth of our Saviour.
e~a::xe e could hear the Sunday school
said he would, but several . days went by When you hear the strains of this beaupracticing Christmas hymns.
tiful Christmas carol, remember how
· he began to think of Bethle- and the music was still unwritten. ·The
long ago a man visited Bethlehem and
so still and quiet under the organist looked worried. He complained
then shared his visit with his people.
He thought of the ever- that he had not been able to think of
a tune.
- :hat came that first Christ(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)
Then one morning he came hurrying
into the ministe:r;'s office happily waving a sheet of 'music. Quickly the men
FOR SALE
went to the organ and the organist beHe gan to play. Mr. Brooks thought he had
Used
light
. oak pews. Condithat the never heard such beautiful music. The
tion
good.
Length 10 feet
organist seemed happy, too. When he
See at Company
and
12
feet.
of Bethlehem,
had finished playing, he explained ftww
e -ee t hee lie!
Warehouse.
he !)ad come to compose it.
'e-ep and dreamless sleep
During the night he had suddenly
CENTRAL
: stars go by;
wakened out of a sound sleep with a
MANUFACTURING
sound like an "angel strain" ringing in
Ye: i.I: • e ar · ::treets shineth
The e erla5:ing Light:
his ear. He quickly wrote down the
COMPANY
The o s and fears of all the years
melody. He told Mr. Brooks h,e was sure
5th and Vine
Are me in thee t.onight.
it was a gift from heaven. .
North
Little Rock, Ark.
On and on he wrote. When he had
"0 Little Town of Bethlehem" is one
finished, he hurried to the organist, of the best-loved Christmas songs ever

Bringing home Christmas
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Sunday School Lesson- -- - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the consistency and stability of GoC
himself (Heb. 13 :8).
Such love is far more than a casu&:
friendship. or an emotional attachm en~.
It is more objective reality than subBy JOHN H. MCCLANAHAN
jective experience. When man has r ePastor, First Church, Blytheville
ceived this kind of love, he can be asked
I
to demonstrate it in his whole manner
December 16, 1962
of life.
'
in
fact,
commanded that Chris.Jesus,
John 1!'1 :9-14; Gal. 3:23-28; Eph . ..3:14-19; Col. 3:12-17:
tians live in this way. "This is my comI John 3:11-18; 4:7-21
mandment," he said, "that you love one
another as I have loved you" (John
15:12).
Paul perceived that Jesus' command
The third word, agape (pronounced
AMERICANS use the word "love"
to convey a multitude of meanings. We ah-gah-pay), is uniquely Biblical and nullified most of the convenient barriers
say, '11 love my counby." We sing, "I Christian. It is not used by non-Chris- which men erect to channel their love
with ease. He saw that national, politlove· a parade." We tian authors.
and radical "walls" were meaningical,
Nygren
defines
agape
as
spontaneous,
j think,
I would love
unmotivated love. It is indifferent to less in light of Christ's· command to
~ to go to town today.
We use the same value. The lover loves for the sheer JOY love all men as neighbors (Gal. 3:28).
word in saying, "I of loving with no. desire for posession. He prayed that Christians might be
love chocolate cake," Whereas eros tends to be selfish, agape "rooted and grounded" in this kind of
or, "I 'love Jesus is utterly selfless, giving unstintingly love, knowing tlie f1,1ll extent of Christ's
for the welfare of those who are loved. love which surpasses all hull'\an knowlChrist."
edge (Eph. 3: 17).
Obviously, our us- Agape loves, not because a person is
Indeed, Paul saw love as the most exage varies greatly in worthy of receiving love, but because it
degree and intensity. is the very nature of a gape to love. And - cellent way of life (I Cor. 12:31a-P:13).
But the same word in loving that which is unworthy or Love is the crowning Christian virtue.
is employed in ear.h valueless, agape gives value by the very Above all other things, the Christian
should put on love, "Which binds everyact of l<;>ving.
DR. McCLANAHAN
instance.
Man of himself is -not capable of lov- thing together in perfect harmony" (Col.
ing in this selfless way. He can respond · 3:14).
with this kind of love only when it has
Three Greek words
first encountered him. This is the subtle
truth: "We love, because he first loved
Ultimate test of faith
Greek, .language uses three us" (John 4:19).
different words for love. Each . expressThus defined, agape is God's way to
es a different shade of meaning.
First Epistle of John spells
. man. Agape opens to man the possiPhilia is the noun form of the verb bility of fellowship. with God. For God out ·the issue in clear detail. Love is
phileo, which means to love with the is love, and love, agape, is God (I John
actually the ultimate test of faith.
emotion of friendship.. The name Phil- 4:8, 16).
John writes this way: "If any one
adelphia, for example, means "brotherUnderstood in this way, agape and says, "I love • God," and hates his broly love." This word is used to describe eros poi~t up the radical difference be- ther, he is a liar; for he who does not
the love which Jesus had for his friend, tween Greek and Christian approaches love his brother whom he has seen, canLazarus (John 11:3).
to religious reality. For the Greeks, not lov·e God w.hom he has not seen.
A second Greek word, eros, refers tp love originates as an inher(\nt ,capacity And this commandment we have from
romantic and or philosophic love. The in man and motivates him to love the him, that he who loves God should love
New Testament consistently avoids the good and beautiful, ultimately ascend- his brother also" (I John 4:20-21, RSV).
I
.
use of this word. This is rather striking ing to some mystical union with God.
One of my most valued seminary
due to the prominence of the word· in The sequence is definitely from man to
friends in Louisville, Ky, was a student
other Greek literature.
God.
from Ogbomosho, Nigeria, Immanuel
At least two probable reasons underAgape, on the other hand, emphasizes Dahunshi. Sitting in classes with this
lie this absence. In the first place, by
God 's downward thrust to man. "For God
popular usage eros had degenerated into so loved the world that he gave his humble, brilliant Nigerian deprived me
of the last vestiges of any cherished
an expression for excessive sensualism.
only begotten Son" (John 3:16a). Man -ideas of southern, "white supremacy."
The word was strongly associated with does not inherently l.ove. He loves only
Dr. Dahunshi is .now pastor of the stravulgarity.
because God first loved hiin.
tegic First Baptist Church in Lagos,
An even more serious reason is found
John's concept of love dearly reflects Nigeria.
in the philosophical use of the word . t,his agape motif. He writes: "Beloved,
Anders Nygren, in his significant book,
Jet us love one another; for love is of ' ' On one occasion when we were felAgape and Eros, points out the radical
God, and he who loves is born of God, low-students, I asked my Nigerian
difference between the idea of love and knows God. He who does not love friend to name the significant attracfound in the Greek philosophers and
does not know God; for God is love" (I tion which brought him to Christian
conversion. In reply, he first enumthat in the New Testament.
John 4:7-8).
erated the many parallels between
The "heavenly eros" of the •philosoChristianity and the religious faith of
phers described the upward tendency of
his
Yoruba tribe in Nigeria. From
the human soul. Eros was a real force
A command to love
childhood, he had kndwn the value of
which drqve the soul in the direction of
religious belief and worship . The unique
the ideal world. This strongly acquisitive and egocentric love became man's
THIS definition puts Christian love thing . about Christianity was 'the per way to the divine. It originated in
in a category all to itself. Since it does son of Christ. And the gripping thing
man's soul, enabling him to ascend the not originate with man, Christian love about Jesus was his command to love.
mystical ladder which culminated in
My friend said, "I had been taught
is not subject to the whimsical waverman's union with God.
ing of human emotion. It should reflect by the native religion to treat as a

The meaning of Christian Love
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rother any man who had tribal markgs on his cheeks which were similar
my own. Any other man I could
:nat as the need of the occasion demanded. But in Jesus Christ," he added, " I discovered agape. I must now love
all men as brothers, irrespective of their
tribal markings."
James wrote that faith without works
is dead (2:17). In light of this quarter's
study and this parti~ular lesson, we may
well add that religious beliefs, however
basic they may be, devoid of love are
meaningless.
Are you as orthodox in fulfilling
Christ's command to love as you are in
other areas of faith and p.r actice?

Attendance Report
December 2, 1962
Sunday Training AddiSchool
Union tions
Church
145
, 74
Alma, Kibler
34
74
Alpena, Firs t
24
16
Os age Miss ion
Camden
208
451
Cullendale Firs t
210
591
First
247
619
Crossett, Firs t
El Dorado
13,9
2
~88
East Main
221
908
First
41
49
Chapel
225
510
Second
76
126
F is her, First
Fort Smith
14
3:!3
744
Grand Avenue
33
Mission
134
285
T empl e
88
139
Gravel Ridge, Firs t
99
195
Gurdon, Beech Street
112
196
Ha nis burg , Calvary
264
81
Har1·ison, Eagle H e ights
Hot Springs
129
220
Gr a nd Ave nu e
174
440
Pa rk Place
38
96
Huntsville, Firs t
20
33
Combs .Mission
26
19
Kingston Miss ion
245
637
Jacksonvill e, Firs t
125,
53
Marsh a ll Road
Jones boro
229
565
Cen tral
99
267.
~ett leton
83
168
Philadelp hia
34
41
• ingslan d, First
·• le Rock
7
1,161
503
F i rst
129,
67
Berea Chapel
14
White Roc k
53
549
1,273
Immanuel
26
49
F o rest Tower
3
48
45
Kerr
4
122
280
Rosedale
104
269
T:ler Street
301
730
Magnolia, Central
74
169
.brked Tree, First
470
199
~cGeh ee, First
37
51
Chapel
111
344
~ena, First
22
:J7
Calvary
• •orth Little Roc k
2
24 3
Baring Cross
810
52
71
Camp Rob inson
29
46
South Side
247
109
2
Highway
4
244
639
Len·
864
239
Park Hill
519
Rose City, Calvary
150
. 327
147
Smackover, First
13
28
~iss ions
90
Springdale, Caudle Avenue
156
172
483
First
152
59
Tyronz.a, First
444
185
Van Buren , First
54
30
Second
Warren, First
504
200'
45
41
Mission
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A Sm·i le or Two

INDEX
A
Attendance report-12-13 p23

Progress report
A FOND father went to a school to
see what . progress his son was making.
In response to his inquiry, the principal said, "Your son will probably go
down in history-"
"That's good news," glowed the proud
parent.
The principal lifted hi~ eyebrows and
continued : "But then, of course, he
might do better in geography,' and the
other subjects."

B
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Bookshelf- 12-13 p 16
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Clear Creek Assn.- 12-13 p9
Coker, Danny, to Dallas- 12-13 p8
Communication organization·formed- 12-1:1 p15
Concord news notes- 12-13 p10
Crain, F loyd, ordained- 12-13 p10 .
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D

Doctrinal study (letter)-12-13 p5
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Quick thinking
A YOUNG woman took down the receiver of the telephone one day and discovered the line was in use. "I just put
on a pan of beans for dinner," she heard
one woman say.
She hung up the receiver and waited
for the conversation to end, but ·upon
returning to the telephone several minutes later, s'he found the same woman
still ta)king.
Three times she waited and then, at
last becoming impatient, she broke into
the conversation. "Madam, I smell your
beans burning," she announced crisply.
A horrified scream greeted the remark, and the young woman was able
to put in her call.

Season to be jolly
THE four-year-old granddaughter of
one of the Baptist Building secretaries
asked her mother the other day:
"You and Dad buy the presents for
Santa Claus ·to give us, don't you?"
"Why?" asked the cautious mother.
"Well, I've noticed you use the same
kind of' paper to wrap the presents,"
the little tyke responded.
ONE young Little Rockian who seems
to be pretty well dry back of the ears
was overheard to say something like
this, the other day, to a group of playmates:
"There's nothing to this ola saying
that if you are not good, Santa will not
come to see you. Last year I was not
good, and Santa brought me everything
I had asked for!"
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Seed of the martyrs
SYDNEY, Australia (EP)
Anti-Christian at roc it i e s that
killed 80 Christians and razed 50
tribal villages apparently strengthened rather than dampened the
consecration of New Guinea Baptists.
The slaughter of Dani Christians in the North Baliem Valley
Sept. 30 by enemy tribespeople
has, a-ccording to missionary survivors, served to heighten interest
in the Gospel among New Guineans in that region.
A. C. Prior; a vi-ce president ·of
the Baptist World Alliance and
representative of the Australian
Baptist World Relief Committee,
said: "On the Sunday following
the massacre there were more people at the church services in the
area than had ever been seen before. Another fact of significan-ce,", he said, "is that th~ Christian people have declared they will
rebuild their villages in the same
location-because they want to
stay near the mission where they
can continue to hear the Christian
message. It is ' the custom that .
when villages are destroyed in intertribal fighting the people will
move to a new area. This declaration to rebuild is unprecedented."

Stone evangelicals
SIACHOQUE, Colombia (EP)
-An avalanche of stones pelted a
police-escorted car driven by evangelicals enroute from here to Bogota Sept. 14. The stones were
hurled at Worldwide Evangelization Crusade missionary Kenneth
Chapman and his party by citizens shouting: "We have an order from the p,riest to stone these
heretics · who have come to take
away our peace! Down with the
Communists! Long live the Virgin Mary!"

Christian royalty

Man more immoral?

APELDOORN,
Netherlands
(EP) - Former Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands, the last
of Europe's Victorian queens, who
died in her sleep at Het Loo palace Nov. 28, was a stickler for formalities , and conventions, and
practiced homely virtues as an example to her people.

CHICAGo· (EP) - Is modern
man more immoral than his predecessors? A Jesuit prest sa.
there is no· justification for tlili
popular idea. Declares the Re'
Walter J. Ong. S. J., "It is we
to state flatly that we have
evidence that we are on the who e
morally better or worse than earlier ages."
Addressing the-national convention of the Religious Education
Association, Ong, a professor of
English at St. Louis University,
stated that contemijorary society
shows evidences of both moral
retrogression and moral advance.
As an example of retrogression, he
cited changing ma'r riage standards. Early Americans, he reminded, thought that marriages
should , be dissolved for only the
most serious reasons and did not
believe that divorced persons
should remarry.
On the other hand, . Father Ong
said, moral standards have improved in the area of social justice.
·

She was a devoted student of
theology . who lent her support to
Christian enterprises. Her last
wish was for a white funeralwhite to demonstrate her faith in
"death is the beginning of life."
In her memoirs, Lonely But Not
Alone, published in 1959, she had
written: "My husband and I discussed . the meaning of death and
of Eternal Life that follows it.
We both had the certainty of faith
that death is the beginning of life
and therefore had promised eacn
other that · we would have white
funerals."

Jews diminishing?
MOSCOW (EP) - The number of Jewish "believers" in the
Soviet Union is diminishing, the
Moscow News claims, but not because of government pressure. The
paper added that all Soviet citizens enjoy equal rights and "con- ·
ditions for the Jewish religion are
the same as for the Orthodox,
Moslem and Catholic faiths." It
said 7,500 Jews were elected deputies to "local government bodies"
last year.

Growth in Nigeria
KITCHNER, Ontario (EP) A report from Nigeria indicates
that
the
United
Missionary .
Church will have more than 100
baptized converts this year. The
number is considered remarkable
because of the high ethical standard set by the church for its candidates on the foreign field.
Outdoor meetings · conducted
this fall in Llorin, a city of 50,000
people, drew an attendance each
night of between 400 and 500 persons. Among the converts were
many who confessed to having
'been church members for years
but who had never been converted.

Student 'invasio·n'
PARIS (EP) - An army of
Christian students 1,000 strong
will launch a literature crusade in
Europe next sumJUer. Their goal
is to reach all of the 100,000 villages in Austria, France, Belgium,
Italy and Spain with the Gospel
in printed form. Head of this effort, ·Called "Operation Mobilization," is G:eorge Verwer of Wyckoff, N.J.

